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Candidates square off in debate
CUSG Student Body President hopefuls pitch campaign platforms and answer questions.
GRACE GREENE
ASST. NEWS EDITOR

On Wednesday, February 19,
candidates for the 2014 Clemson
University student body presidential
elections, Summers Binnicker, Cody
Sargent, Maddy Thompson and
Lee Cochrane, stood on stage in
the Strom Thurmond Institute to
participate in a student body debate
geared toward answering student
questions and concerns.
The
debate,
which
was
sponsored by the Election Board
of Clemson Undergraduate Student
Government and the Division of
Student Affairs, began with several
rounds of questions addressed to
all four candidates. The candidates
were then given an extended amount
of time to state and explain their
campaign platform.
The final part of the debate
opened the floor to audience
members, who asked candidates
about issues such as campus diversity,
social action and sustainability.
Students who were not at the event
were able to use Twitter to relay their
questions to the candidates.
During the first part of the
debate,
candidates
responded
to inquiries from five student

panelists, each a leader
major
campus organization.
The first question of the night
was from Marty Durant, president
of CLEMSONLiVE, who asked
the candidates what made them the
most qualified individuals to lead
the student body.
Presidential candidate Maddy
Thompson replied, "I really think
we're the most qualified candidates
because of our experience. A lot of
times we forget that we come to
Clemson because of an academic
experience. Don't get me wrong, I
love football as much as the next
girl, I love tail-gating, but at the end
of the day, what's going to matter is
when you walk across that stage and
shake President Clements' hand, that
your degree is worth something. And
we both have the experience working
with the administration and working
with different facets of campus so
that we can hit the ground running
and make sure that we make the
little changes to make your degree
worth more."
Presidential candidate Summers
Binnicker said, "Cody and I certainly
and honestly believe that student

see DEBATE page A4

Presidential candidates Summers Binnicker (left) and Maddy Thompson (right) fielded questions from students.

Turfgrass professor
lands lofty laudits

Snow moves
class to Twitter

Dr. Bruce Martin garners recognition for contribution to field.

English professor uses social media.

ALEX ERRINGTON
STAFF WRITER

Bruce Martin,
a Clemson
University professor of entomology,
soil and plant science has recently
been awarded the Clemson Alumni
Distinguished Cooperative Public
Service Award.
This award recognizes "an
extension
service
professional
who has significantly enhanced
the well-being of the citizens of
South Carolina and beyond and
has provided exemplary service
to his or her field on behalf of
Clemson University," according to
the Clemson Alumni Association.
Martin graduated from Hendrix
College in Arkansas, with a bachelor's
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degree in biology, and later attended
North Carolina State University
for a Ph.D. in plant pathology.
Employed at Clemson for 26 years,
Martin has focused his research and
extension program on "identifying
and managing diseases on golf
courses using multiple tactics."
Since South Carolina is located
in a transition zone, it is possible
to grow both cool and warm season
turf grasses, though both come
under stress during their respective
"weak" times — summer for cool
season and winter for warm season.
Because of the diversity of grasses,
Martin has become experienced
in disease control across a variety
of grasses, as well as learning the
management required.

Martin focuses his work on
golf courses, though he has also
worked on football and baseball
fields. Throughout his career, he has
travelled to courses used by major
PGA figures, such as Pinehurst
and Augusta National. Much of
his research and outreach programs
are conducted on the Clemson
golf course.
Martin's research has had several
breakthroughs. Specifically, the
identification that the Rhizoctonia
fungi does not only cause on disease,
but can cause "several bona fide
different diseases."
Martin was also part of a team of
scientists who identified a new turf
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Last Wednesday and Thursday,
Clemson University was closed
and classes were cancelled, but one
Clemson University professor did
not let this stop her class discussion.
Assistant Professor Sarah Juliet Lauro
of the English Department used the
popular social network Twitter to get
her students involved while classes
were cancelled.
Twitter has become one of the
most popular social networks in the
last few years, and the site is one
way that people stay connected and

informed around the university.
There are many Twitter pages that are
associated with Clemson, such as @
ClemsonStudents, (2>demsonlibrary,
@ClemsonTigers and @cusafety.
Sophomore Austin Pettibone
said, "I use Twitter all of the time and
follow all of the Clemson pages. It
helps me stay connected and receive
information about things going on
around campus."
With classes cancelled due to
inclement weather, some students
were off the hook for a few days.
However, Dr. Lauro's students used
Twitter to connect and communicate

see TWITTER page A5
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A2 - Cupid's Chemicals

KATE THOMAS
STAFF WRITER
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Tigra Scientifica: Cupid's Chemicals
New research study on romantic behavior shows that true love might bejust 34 minutes away.
HALEY SCRUGGS
STAFF WRITER

What if someone told you that
all you needed to do to fall in love is
find a complete sttanget, talk to them
for 30 minutes, share every intimate
detail and then stare deeply into their
eyes for four minutes? Sounds simple
enough, but does it work? According
to York psychologist Arthur Arun,
it does.
Arun used research from Dr.
Helen Fisher of Rutgers University
on how we fall in love to make
his recipe for finding a companion.
According to Fisher, there are three
stages to falling in love: the lust
phase, the attraction phase and the
attachment phase. The lust phase is
the simplest phase to falling in love.
It is controlled by the sex hormones,
estrogen and testosterone. According
to Fisher, these hormones will "get
you looking for anything." However,
scientists are least interested in the
lust phase and most interested in the
attraction phase.
The attraction phase is also
called the "totally love-struck" phase.
According to the New York Times,
researchers have found that people
in this stage can think of nothing

else. They tend to eat less and sleep
less but tend to have more energy.
Also, scientists have found that
the would-be lovers have trouble
focusing on anything that is not the
novel relationship.
The attraction phase is the one
researchers compare to a mental
illness due to similarities in signaling
pathways in the brain. Specifically,
three neurotransmitters involved
in these pathways — dopamine,
norepinephrine and serotonin —
are what give us "instant highs"
because they activate the brain's
pleasure center. Serotonin levels
in patients with the mental illness
Over Compulsive Disorder (OCD)
and people in the attraction
phase are often compared because
researchers have found that both
groups have similar serotonin levels.
Furthermore, according to the BBC,
norepinephrine (also known as
adrenaline) is what causes that initial
reaction of sweaty palms and a racing
heart, which are often associated
with falling in love.
Drugs such as cocaine and
LSD produce the same instant high
that love does, implying that the
adage "Love is a drug" is somewhat
accurate. This instant high fades

By studying the chemicals involved when people fall in love, scientists have devised a formula for finding true love.
with time and leads into the third
and final stage of love: attachment.
Attachment is the stage where
people see if the relationship is
meant to last. Two chemicals fuel
the attachment stage: oxytocin and
vasopressin. Both chemicals are
found to increase bonding between
people. In fact, some researchers
call oxytocin "the cuddle hormone."

The research conducted with these
chemicals show that suppressing
either chemical will make bonds
between partners deteriorate. This
loss caused relationships in mice and
prairie voles to disappear all together.
So, how does Arun's recipe come
into play? Well the first step, finding
a complete stranger, is key. You have
to have that instant attraction to

someone. The second and third steps
are to talk to them intimately for 30
minutes and stare deeply into their
eyes for at least four minutes.
This helps to solidify the
attraction and to
begin
the
attachment phase. Arun has seen
success in his plan for love.- In fact,
a few of his test subjects even got
married after doing this.
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Now Available at Hart's Cove... Free Shuttle to Campus
CLEMSON'S PREMIERE WATERFRONT
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■ 3 & 4 Bedrooms
Condo & Townhomes-style
floor plans
Private Bathrooms
Walk-in Closets
Stainless Steel Appliances
Granite Countertops
Washer & Drver

• Computer Lab
• High Speed Internet
Available
• Lagoon-Style Pool
• Fitness Center
• Volleyball Court
• CAT Bus Route

Closest Upscale Student Housing
to Clemson University!

2, 3, & 4-Suite
Condominiums
Private BathroSms
Washer & Dryer in
each unit
High Speed Internet
Available
Computer Lab

•
•
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•
•

Ample Parking
Volleyball Court
Basketball Court
Pool & Fitness Center
Barbeque Picnic Area
Gas Grills
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Fort Hill Commons
Village Green
Heritage Place
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Daniel Square
South Ridge
University Place
College Heights
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4 Bedroom, 4 Bath Condos
Walk-in Closets
Stainless Steel Appliances
Granite Countertops
High Speed Internet
Available
Washer & Dryer
Lagoon Style Pool
Lazy Lagoon River
Study Area ik Game Room

•
•
•
•

Fitness Center
Sand Volleyball Court
Shuttle to Campus
Manned & Gated
Entrance
• 7-acre Green Space
• 4 Minutes from ('.leuison's
Campus
• Pet-Friendlv

Plus many more popular locations
Houses, Townhouses
ik Apartments
1, 2, 3, &. 4 Bedroom
l-'urnishcd & I nl'urnished

• Pets allowed in select
properties
• Many Locations within
walking distance to campus
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A NEW ERA FOR

Executive director of campus recreation
Dave Frock leads Fike into the future.

\

Article by: Rebeka Wellmon, Staff Writer
Graphic by: Megan Matthews, News Layout Editor
Photograph by: Allen Randall, Photo Editor
Fike Recreation Center has experienced many changes since the school
year began in order to maximize square footage, increase safety and visually
improve the area. This new layout has been considered by many to be hard
for employees to supervise and has limited the amount of equipment Fike
can hold. As of this fall, most of the fitness and weight equipment has been
changed around, especially in the new area called the Lunge Lane.
Moving the machines presented an opportunity to bring in some
additional equipment. "We added a bunch of TVs so you can catch some
sports when you are working out, and we were also able to clear out a hallway
to create a place for people to do lunges, pushups and pull-ups," Dave Frock,
Fike's new executive director of campus recreation, said. "We have a bunch of
equipment on order that has not arrived yet, but it is due any time."
Ellyn Bowen, a junior secondary education math major and Zumba
instructor at Fike, commented on the changes. "As a fitness instructor at
Fike, the new management has brought a community to Fike and made
working there an enjoyable and welcoming experience," Bowen said. "The
layout of equipment was a big change, but I believe it uses the space wisely

and allows for all types of people
out in each space.':
rf
Student patrons, including Bob Thompson, a mechanical engineering
major, noticed the janges. "At first glan&e over the new lampH'was a little
slfleptical about the ^cement and rearrangement of thfequipment because
as worra^d about Fike getting cluttered," Thompson said. "However, after
y first coup!
kouts, I reallystarted to like the atmosphere and»<tfie
of Fike a lot m? than I hacKSefore, and I think the other students
fei he same."
k also commented on potenjptl future changes. "Fike is ver.
Frock said. "There is npt a lot of square footage lefefsoto even
congest?
add a coup^pieeesjDf equipment really helps out." Fike will looktc^add
some new strength training equipment in addition to the stepmills that were
recendy put in. They alsdplan to replace dumbbells that were lost or stolen
over the years.
"I personally can't wait for the new equipment to arrive be
sometimes I get there and most of the machines are already taken," Adam
Seiler, a freshman mechanical engineeri^^SSiJor, said.
A new concept starting this semester is Fike's Wellness Zone, located in
the lobby, which is an area that will be dedicated to educating and making
students aware of their "whole person wellness." Students and faculty have
already started planning the programs for this zone and are working to have
other offices around campus become involved in enhancing "whole
person wellness."
"Since Fike is pretty much out of square footage, we are studying with
some architects this spring to identify additional space," Frock said. "We
are also looking at aesthetics. We want to liven it up and make it more
welcoming with paint and better lighting. We took up the carpeting and put
down rubber flooring that we can clean easily. We are hoping to change out
some of the photos and graphics as well to make them more appealing to a
variety of people. We also want to do better at way-finding. Most people
do not realize that we have climbing walls, racquetball courts or a
swimming pool."
Since Dave Frock started working at Clemson in 2013, he and the rest of
his staff have implemented a strategy to increase fitness areas around campus^
As Fike is much-frequented and cannot grow exponentially, Frock feels it is
important that Clemson have a plan for expansion. According to Frock, the
Hendrix Student Center Bookstore will eventually move to a location near
Clemson House, and afterward, the bottom of Hendrix will become an allhours fitness center.
"Clemson is a wonderful school, and I am exceptionally happy to be
here," Frock said. "Our goal is to try and bring the most possible recreational
opportunities as we can to the student body and the community as a whole.
Hopefully, we will be able to grow with some new facilities and hew spaces in
the future to keep the momentum going."
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SAY WHAT?
CLEMSON TWEETS
LUCA KIM8RELL @GLUCQSE_GOE

THEY BE TAKIN DOWN TREES NEXT TO COOPER
COOL CLEMSON NOT COOL

NOT

CARSON QUILLINAN @CARSONQUiLLINAN

SOMETIMES I LOOK OUT THE WINDOWS OF COOPER
LIBRARY AND REALIZE HOW LUCKY I AM TO 60 SUCH A
GREAT SCHOOL #CLEMSON #BLESSED
ZACHARY JAMES @ZACKDJAMES
THIS WHOLE PROTECT THE CLEMSON FAMILY NEEDS TO
BE MORE THAN A 3 WEEK SCRIBBLE CAMPAIGN IN FRONT
OF THE LIBRARY. #MAKECUSAFER
WILLIAM STU6BS @WILUAMSTUBBS9S

I WAS SO MAD THAT THE DUNKIN DONUTS ON CLEMSON
DIDN'T HAVE THE DONUTI WANTED THAT I JUST DROVE
THE OTHER DUNKIN DONUTS #CANTBESTOPPED
HANNAH RAYMOND @HANNRAYMONO

CLEMSON THE SNOW LOOKED REAL GOOD ON YA BUT
THIS WEATHER LOOKS BETTER
HUNTER COOK @NOT„KA„HUNTER

THERE IS NOTHING BETTER THAN BEING IN CLEMSON
WHEN THE WEATHER IS AWESOME
MATTHEW BfCKFGRQ @MATTHEWADE

DEAR CLEMSON WEATHER, ALL IS FORGIVEN.
TREY CHSLBRESS @_TREYCH!LORESS

MY STREAK FOR NOT LISTENING TO COUNTRY MUSIC
WHILE I'VE BEEN AT CLEMSON HAS BEEN SNAPPED
EMMY HAMILTON ©EMMYJICO

GETTING TO WALK THROUGH DOWNTOWN EVERY DAY IS
SO AWESOME. CLEMSON IS SUCH A CUTE LITTLE TOWN
ELLISON CHAPMAN @ELUSONCHAPMAN

IS IT WEIRD THAT IM STALKING THE 2018 CLEMSON
PAGE FOR INCOMING FRESHMEN WANTING TO TRY OUT
FOR CHEERLEADING LOL
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DEBATE from page Al
government serves as an organization
to
bridge
the
gap
between
students, student government and
student affairs.
"We're here tonight because we
have a vision for the student body and
hope to make positive, sustainable,
intentional change in the lives of the
students, not just for their time here
but for afterwards. We bring to the
table different perspectives and the
understanding that every Clemson
experience is different."
After a series of questions from
all five panelists, the candidates were
given a break and then returned
to the stage for the second part of
the debate.
First, Thompson and Cochrane
shared with their audience a

TURF from page Al
disease, dubbed "Rapid Blight." This
new disease was caused by a unique
organism called a "Marine Slime
Mold," and Martin would eventually
"determine that a new fungicide,
as well as an older chemical, was
effective in control, as well as the
reduction of salt in irrigation water,
which was driving the epidemics."
Among
Martin's
other
accomplishments are his reception
of the Outstanding Service Award
from the North Carolina Turfgrass
Council, being named Outstanding
Plant Pathologist by the American
Phytopathological Society and being
named one of the 10 Most Influential
People in South Carolina Golf by
the South Carolina Golf Course
Ratings Panel.
Martin began a turfgrass disease
diagnostic clinic at the Pee Dee
Research and Education Center

campaign
platform
based
on
improving academics and student
life, including changes to ePortfolios
and academic advising, increased
funds for the College of Agriculture,
Forestry and Life Sciences (CAFLS)
and the addition of a mobile
version of TigerOne and food trucks
on campus.
Binnicker
and
Sargent,
emphasizing their slogan of "Real
Student Leaders," also introduced the
audience to their campaign platform,
which includes the improvement
of intermural fields, a focus on
sustainability and a free scantron
program. The debate concluded with
an extensive question and answer
session with all four candidates.
Though many of the audience
members were former or current
members of Clemson Undergraduate

Student Government, many others
attended as concerned students
who wanted to learn about the
candidates' policies.
Darrien Smith, a sophomore
elementary education major, said
of the debate, "So far I'm really
enjoying it. I've seen that both sides
have a lot of passion, and I really,
really can tell that they want to help
change Clemson."
Cambridge Campbell, a freshman
elementary education major agreed.
"I'm kind of neutral, so I came here to
see which candidates I really support,
and I think it's very interesting
to see different perspectives, and
they all have a common goal,"
Campbell said. "But then I think it's
personally going to come to the point
where, which candidate is going to
be better for Clemson as a whole?"

in Myrtle Beach, S.C. This center
allows
training
for
extension
agents, golf course superintendents
and sod producers in turfgrass
disease management.
Martin has been working on
developing
"strategic
fungicide
control programs for golf putting
greens in bent grass and bermudagrass
greens." Martin recently traveled to
Japan to present this research to
Japanese golf course superintendents
and train them on how to adapt his
research and ideas to their situations.
Because of his research, Martin
has traveled around the world,
presenting his research and assisting
with golf course management
regarding
the
grass
health,
including places such as Australia,
Singapore, Brazil, Argentina and the
United Kingdom.
Currently, about 15 Clemson
turfgrass
students
work with
Clemson's athletic facilities, such

as the Walker Course and Doug
Kingsmore Stadium. In Death Valley
a specialty turf called TifWay 419
is grown because of its adaptability
for the climate in Clemson, and the
Walker Course utilizes Crenshaw,
another specialty turf. Students who
work within the turfgrass field of
study and research generally take on
positions such as superintendents or
athletic grounds managers.
Zach Bruns, a freshman, pointed
out the value of turfgrass studies in
real estate. "A green, manicured lawn
makes the curb appeal of any house
go up a hundred times," Bruns said.
The
turfgrass
program's
involvement with Clemson's athletic
facilities was important to note,
according to freshman Tanner
Hayes. "Fields, especially football
and baseball fields, look so much
better to fans and on TV when they
are nice and healthy and not brown
and dead."
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ELISABETH DICEY @ELISABETH0iCEY

SURVIVED MY SECOND CLEMSON EARTHQUAKE, THAT
WAS WEIRD.
WOODY ©HEYLWOOD

CLEMSON CAN WE INVEST IN SOME LARGER DESKS FOR
EXAMS? MY HANDS ARE TOO CHUPY FOR THIS

Subscriptions are now available online!
www.bit.ly/thetigersubscriptions
$120.00 - Annual

$65.00 - Semester

$5.38 - Week
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Miss Clemson 2014
Rachel Wyatt takes the tiara in annual pageant.
KATHERINE SCHENCK
STAFF WRITER

The Miss Clemson University
Scholarship Pageant was held on
Saturday, Feb. 8 in Tillman Hall.
Each spring, the Clemson University
Mortar Board hosts the Miss
Clemson University Scholarship
Pageant, which is a fundraiser for the
Clemson Child Development Center
and supports the Mortar Board's
national philanthropy, "Reading
is Learning".
Mortar Board is the nation's
oldest senior honors society, and
the Clemson chapter hosts various
events throughout the school year.
The theme for this year's pageant was
"Dazzling Stars."
The Miss Clemson University
Scholarship Pageant consists of
interviews with the judges on the
morning of the event and three
separate rounds during the pageant:
evening gown, on-stage questioning
and talent. There are numerous
awards given for the different aspects
of the competition.
Awards are given to the Talent
Winner (Rachel Wyatt), Interview
Winner
(Rachel
Wyatt),
Ad

Sales Winner (Jessica Rutland),
Philanthropy Winner (Elizabeth
McLeod), Miss Congeniality (Carly
Meadows) and People's Choice
Winner (Callie Martin). In this year's
competition, the fourth runner-up
was Kappa Alpha Theta's Hannah
Nash; third runner-up was Chi
Omega's Margaret Rogers; second
runner-up was Gamma Phi Beta's
Taylor Benton; first runner-up was
Delta Zeta's Callie Martin, and the
winner was Alpha Delta Pi's Rachel
Wyatt. "This title allows me the
opportunity to give back to this
wonderful university and to my
Clemson family — which has already
made such a huge impact on my life,"
Rachel Wyatt, the newly crowned
Miss Clemson University 2014, said.
"My favorite part was getting to
perform my talent," Wyatt said. "I
have been dancing since I was five
years old, and it is always a joy to
share my passion and my story with
others through movement." Wyatt's
dance also earned her the Talent
Winner Award for the pageant.
First runner-up Callie Martin,
who was Miss Homecoming 2013
and People's Choice in the Miss
Clemson University Scholarship
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Pageant, said, "My favorite part of
the pageant would have to be getting
to know all of the other girls from
the other organizations."
"There was a little feeling of
disappointment when I didn't win.
However, Rachel is the most genuine
girl I have ever met, and she and I
are very close. She is so deserving and
works extremely hard for everything
she accomplishes. I truly had nothing
wrong being runner-up to someone
I felt confident would represent
Clemson University in such a
positive manner," Martin said.
The main difference between the
Miss Homecoming Pageant and the
Miss Clemson University Scholarship
Pageant is that the judges are the only
ones making the decision for Miss
Clemson. For Miss Homecoming,
the student body plays a larger part
in the decision.
"It's awesome to be able to go to
the pageant and watch the positive
impact that these women are having
on Clemson's campus," Christy
Winer, a sophomore, said. "The Miss
Clemson pageant is especially fun
because the whole thing revolves
around community service and
impacting the local community."

TWITTER from page Al
with each other. Lauro is currently
teaching a course on 20th and
21st century literature, which she
calls "The Outsiders" as well as
film literature.
Although this is the first time
that Lauro has used Twitter at
Clemson, it is not the first time she
has used it with her students. When
Lauro was a postdoctoral lecturer
at UC Davis in California, she let
her students tweet in class while
having discussions. "This was a big
help because I taught large lecture
classes there, and students often
were too shy to speak up," Lauro
said. "Using twitter in that way
helped to make my 'lectures' more
of a conversation."
During the inclement weather,
Lauro's "The Outsiders" students
were studying Graham Greene's
novel "The Comedians." Lauro's film
literature students were watching
"Citizen Kane." Lauro and her
students used hashtags on Twitter
and posted their observations and

thoughts about the novel and the
film. The hashtags that were used
were #GGComedians for the novel
comments and #CK4snowday for
the film comments. Some students
even had to set up a Twitter account
to participate in this snow day
assignment. "For those who had
never tweeted before, it was a chance
to learn something new," Lauro said.
Lauro got the feeling that her
students enjoyed the assignment.
One student from Lauro's "The
Outsiders" course, Caroline Hensley,
said that she was not surprised that
Lauro had her students use Twitter.
"The Twitter idea wasn't actually
that unexpected, considering she's
great at using unconventional
tactics to relay information about
the pieces we are reading. I loved
that we still got to communicate
with our classmates about the text
we were reading despite us not
physically being together." Professor
Lauro said that she will continue to
use twitter for her classes, snow day
or not.

JugheacTs closes
Downtown hotdog restaurant latest to shut its doors.
PARKER ESSICK
STAFF WRITER

Jughead's
Famous
Clemson
Dogs will no longer sell its famous
Clemson dogs. The establishment's
unannounced closing over winter
break — one of several downtown
closings in the past few years,
including the Student Book Store in
2012 and Senn's Flowers and Gifts
on Sloan in 2013 — might signal
a change in the state of Clemson's
local businesses.
Local businesses do still abound
in Clemson, such as Coach Ibrahim's
long-standing Tiger Sports Shop
and Athletic Department. Owned
and operated by the Ibrahim family
since the 1970s, the Sports Shop is
celebrating its 40th year of service.
Julie Ibrahim, president of the
company, spoke about the store's
history and Clemson background.
"It has absolutely meant a lot for
us to be here in Clemson," Ibrahim
said. "We feel that we're a part of the

Clemson family." She explained that
the store opened out of necessity for
Clemson athletes, as local department
stores did not sell the athletic shoes
the players needed.
From there, it expanded into
a mecca of Clemson sports gear:
T-shirts, hats, stickers, lanyards and
even wireless keyboards. . "At the
store, we refuse to sell anything but
Clemson gear," Ibrahim said. "We
can't help it.
Our blood runneth
orange." Back downtown at Loose
Change, Amber Miterauz, a recent
Clemson graduate working behind
the counter at lunchtime, took a
few seconds between orders to talk
about the town's local restraint and
bar scene.
"It just works downtown because
not everyone serves the same thing.
Not everyone sells the same thing."
As more customers arrived, Miterauz
said, "Although, I do think we have
the biggest lunches downtown."
Miterauz, as a recent graduate,
did have some memories of Jugheads.
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"I'm sad it closed. Those were the best
hotdogs at 2:30 a.m. I've ever tasted."
She brought up Keith Jennings,
Clemson standout football star and
Jugheads' former founder and owner.
"He was so nice and made the best
hotdogs. The Spiller was the best."
When pressed on why she thought
the food spot closed down, Miterauz
said briefly, "I guess Keith got
tired of it. Everybody wants out at
some point."
Ibrahim believes that businesses
like hers "try to add to what it is
about Clemson that makes people
want to come here. It's just a good
time to be a part of Clemson," she
said. While elaborating on the state
of their own local businesses, both
Miterauz and Ibrahim described how
their fellow local institutions stay,
fade away and sometimes reemerge.
However, central to the mission
of Clemson commerce, as Ibrahim
put it, businesses will continue to
provide "everything Clemson for the
Clemson fan."
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Parking Lot Etiquette
in a V-formation behind me: what should I do if a car
is trying to get past me?" Lucky for that shopper, my
"Guide to Parking Lot Manners" is conveniently
located in the child seat of her cart, wedged between
her purse and a cluster of green onions. In it, she'll find
rich resources like the FAQs page, which give her a
clear answer to this question — "Get to one side of the
road and stay there, honey."
In the second segment of the course, students will
be encouraged to make amends with local motorists
by visiting a parking lot

walking in a straight line across the road — not
diagonally, appropriate walking speeds and what to do
if a vehicle approaches from behind while you're
walking down the center of the aisle. Texts for this
subject are criminally difficult to come by, so naturally
I'd have to write my own. It wouldn't be a particularly

are issued a voucher that allows them to re-enroll in
the course completely free of charge, if they so choose
(and they will strongly be encouraged to do so).
Don't worry, your academic advisors won't be
dropping subde hints for you to enroll in my class
next semester — I don't plan on teaching it. I never
had any intention to actualize such a ludicrous notion.
But is it really that far-fetched of an idea? All joking
aside, anyone could easily identify with the frustration
of being stuck behind the slowest family of five this
side of the Mississippi, all
and, in an unobtrusive
sprawled out across the entire
location, passing out
lane. The thing that makes it
"At the peak of the
free cookies labeled "I'm
so frustrating is the recognition
holiday season, students
so, so sorry" in brighdy
that the supposed "crime"
will be issued their final
hued wreceive a test
being committed isn't actually
exams, or what I like to
grade based upon the
all that heinous of an offense
call the 'driving test.' '
— it's just a minor hindrance.
verisimilitude of their
The effect is compounded by
apology. At the peak of
the recognition that you have, in all likelihood, been
the holiday season, students will be issued their final
the innocent criminal strolling to your car. I've been
exams, or what I like to call the "driving test." The
that guy. Everyone is guilty, yet everyone is equally
test consists of a class field trip to a busy Costco on
frustrated when it happens to him or her. The only
a Saturday, where a certified instructor drives behind
one student at a time as they traverse the parking lot. If way to be fully certain you won't transform into a
raging spite-dragon the next time this happens to you
they have children, especially rambunctious children,
is to take a breath and ask yourself, "What if this was
students are required to bring them along on their
me, pushing my groceries, eating my churro?" If that
journey. A passing grade is awarded if the instructor
seems impossible, I strongly encourage you to start
is able to rnaintain a predetermined level of calm
baking those apology cookies.
while he or she attempts to park. Clearing the course

long text — approximately as thick as one of those
DMV handbooks everyone has four of— and could
even be placed in shopping carts for emergency
situations. "I'm in the process of migrating to my
vehicle with my purchases and my gaggle of children

doesn't award a student a diploma. They have earned
something far greater the satisfaction of knowing
that society no longer thinks of them as beasts, but as
acceptable human beings simply doing some grocery
shopping. Upon failing the course, however, students

JOHN ALLEN

Columnist

I stumbled upon a troubling notion the other
day. I initially tried to put it out of my head, to
continue with my day, but it was too late. This
singular notion had sunk its talons into the crevices of
my mind, greedily clawing at my attention. Finally, I
conceded defeat, realizing I must turn to the aid of my
peers if I ever hope to solve the conundrum. The
horrible issue is this: parking lot manners, or rather the
lack thereof. How many times have you driven to
Costco in search of a place to park and proceed to
purchase bulk sofas, only to be impeded by a flock of
stray shopping carts or a herd of churro-chomping
shoppers ambling past? The time has come to end the
epidemic After many tedious hours of thought, I've
finally decided upon a satisfactory solution — I must
teach a class. Parking Lot Etiquette 101 would be a
comprehensive course, covering topics such as
returning your empty shopping cart to the corral,

is a computer science major. Email
comments to letters@thetigernews.com.

JOHN ALLEN

Moped Theft in Clemson
CAROLINE LOUIS

Columnist

Mopeds are an extremely popular form
of transportation here in Clemson,
and I think this is for good reason.
Good parking (or good by Clemson's standards),
excellent gas mileage, relatively low cost and
convenience are all perks of driving a moped.
While these perks are great, mopeds have very low
levels of built-in security and there aren't a lot of
safe parking options on campus. Because of this,
they are often stolen. The website for Clemson
newsstand has published several articles recendy
about arrests made for moped theft. The issue
seems to be on the rise.
Many newer bikes do offer some low-level
security features, such as reinforced ignitions
and a wheel-lock feature. This feature makes the
mopeds front wheel lock into place when the keys
are removed from the ignition. Although this is a
great attempt at safety, both of these features are
easy to get around. The bikes are so light that one

person could easily pick one up and put it into a
trunk or the bed of a truck. While the ignitions
have a little added security, they're still pretty easy
to get into. People sometimes use run of the mill
bike locks to secure their mopeds further, but
these can still be broken using bolt cutters or other
fairly common tools. I haven't seen much secure
moped or motorcycle parking around CU, and I
haven't heard anything about securing your bike
or moped from the university.
So what does the incentive of having a
moped and the easiness of stealing one result
in? Extremely high rates of theft yet low rates of
recovery. Troy Toppin, a junior marketing major
here at Clemson, recendy had his moped stolen,
despite having the wheel-lock security feature.
"They're a lot easier to steal than I thought,"
Troy said. "I recendy found out from an officer
that they've arrested people who had devices that
bypass the ignition system on mopeds." Not only
do police often come across these devices, there
is a policy that every time someone on a moped
is pulled over, the officer runs the VIN numbers
through the database of stolen vehicles because the
likelihood that the moped is stolen is significant.
With the technology of the ignition bypassers,

it seems pretty easy to steal a moped and even
get it rekeyed in order to sell it for almost 100
percent profit.
Clemson should put policies into place that help
protect students from moped theft. The moped
and motorcycle spots should have metal racks
much like the bicycle racks but with stronger locks
that students could use. CU could issue a bulletin
about how often mopeds get stolen with statistics
about the jail time and fines that can associated
with larceny. Students must already buy a pass
to park motorcycles and mopeds on campus, but
I think that there could be an included cost for
renting or buying a heavy-duty lock to use with
the racks. Parking areas for mopeds (and cars too
for that matter) could be better lit during the
evening and early morning hours as well. There is
very lirtle awareness of moped security issues and
I think that it should be addressed because many
students never recover their mopeds and are then
out of their (possibly only) form of transportation,
and at least several hundred dollars.

CAROLINE LOUIS

Want to write for Opinions?
Email opinions.thetigernews@gmail.com
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and I wish there was more.
I now understand every
Taylor Swift song.
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Warm weather does not
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I need a life.
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Snow is only good for
instagramming.
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Non-Native PIPELINE
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Columnist

With last week's favorable report
from the State Department, it
appears that the construction of
the Keystone XL pipeline is imminent. According
to National Geographic, the report satisfies
President Obama's criterion for the projects
approval, causing its opponents to make one last
push before it is set in motion. For just a moment,
forget all that we know about the pipeline. Let us
forget the environmental implications and
economic prospects, the terrifying risk and
bountiful reward. Let us see past the boomtowns of
our northern neighbor, the jobs here at home, and
instead, let us focus on a certain group of people..
The Oglala Lakota are the children of the fabled
Wind Cave, the ancestors of Crazy Horse and
Black Elk, the quintessential people of plains. For
upwards of seven centuries they have called the
Missouri River Valley home and today live on a
nearly 3,500 square mile swath of land in the heart
of Dakotas. The Pine Ridge Indian Reservation is
exacdy that: a reservation. It is a preserve solely for
the use of the Lakota people, where their culture

and land can remain unspoiled by outside interests.
It is less of a sacred place, and more of a place of the
sacred, a land as storied as the culture it nurtures. In
the north, the sprawling Badlands slowly erode their
way into the plains. To the south flows Wounded
Knee Creek, the site of one of the most appalling
government-sponsored massacres ever witnessed by
the free world.
According the Red Cloud Indian School, the
population of the reservation lies at just over
28,000, 41 percent of whom live below the poverty
line. It maintains 80% unemployment and an
income-per-capita of $6,286, making it the second
poorest county in the United States.
As upsetting as these statistics might appear,
Americans have a notorious history of turning
a blind eye on the Lakota. Their recent history
is one Americans try to forget, and, by doing so,
fail to recall that they exist at all. So it comes as
no surprise when lawmakers fail to show regard
for the treaties they hold with the Lakota people
when deliberating over the proposed Keystone
XL pipeline. One might call it remarkable, seeing
as how the proposed project would slash straight
through the heart of the Pine Ridge reservation.
And with last week's State Department report, it
appears that such an invasion of Pine Ridge is more
likely than not, scarring the land and the people
that call it home.
Even so, as reported by the "Aboriginal Peoples

Television Network," before President Obama hop ovet Wounded Knee Creek. The vast majority
of Americans will not know the difference. No sleep
makes his final approval he will be consulted
by eight federal agencies including those in the
will be lost, no blood pressures will rise. Not for a
Bureau of Indian Affairs. How well their plea will
lack of humanity or concern, but because there are
be received remains
so few things in this
to be seen, but
life that compare to
the Lakota people
"After all, in the minds of
feeling found in those
will
surely
do
August sunrises over
their best to show
the Badlands or the
most Americans, South
their disapproval.
unfathomable sorrows
Throughout
Dakota is merely a green
laced in the waters of
the
reservation,
the Wounded Knee.
planned spiritual
To feel for the land
rectangle that lies under
camps are being
is an act that requires
set up along the
North Dakota and over
a connection to the
proposed
route
land, and the red clay
with
hopes
of
of the Dakotas might
Nebraska."
spawning
nonas well be moon rock
violent protests throughout the west. Yet, optimism
to most Americans. Nevertheless, tonight on a
of the protests' success is low. After all, in the minds
frozen plain in South Dakota, a Lakota family, an
of most Americans, South Dakota is merely a green
American farhily, is camping under a prairie sky
rectangle that lies under North Dakota and over
with hopes of occupying land that is rightfully
theirs. In scattered Tipis, they camp in protest to
Nebraska.
So when asked if America will finally stand up
preserve their land and, in turn, their culture.
If only such a romantic vignette was not in vain.
for their fellow-Americans and honor their treaties
once and for all, the answer will, undoubtedly, be a
resounding "NO." The sheer despondency of such
an outcome will be devastating. In a few short years
the pipeline's black-snake will wind its way down
from the north, carve through the Badlands and
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Many Voices,
One Nation
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The Coca-Cola commercial this past Super
Bowl has raised a lot of interesting
questions about what it means to be
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American. Well, that's what they tell me anyway—it's
not like I watch football. Especially the Super Bowl,
which has this annoying habit of stealing my
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birthday sometimes.
People will tell you that there was an uproar about
the commercial, which featured several Americans
singing "America the Beautiful" in the language they
were most familiar with (essentially, not English)
and this had people upset. Left-wings tend to feel
compelled to use this as an example for why the
politically conservative are all racists. To be honest,
the only people I've seen upset about the whole affair
are moronic teenagers on the Internet, and if you take
their opinions seriously then we need to have a long
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WILL

talk about where your priorities lie.
The question does come up: what does it mean to
be American? I've heard several people claim that this
country was founded as a "melting pot," but that's
not really true, is it? The United States of America
was founded as an independent country from Britain
where we wouldn't have to do nasty things like pay
taxes for a war fought to protect us. It was to be
governed by the people, and by "people" we mean the
"wealthy male landowners." I do not wish to vilify the
founding fathers — they were men of their time and
had their virtues and vices as any human being does.
But I think it's safe to say that they had no idea of
the amount and variety of people who would end up
railing this country home.

I'd go so far as to say that people today don't
understand it either. When we watch television, movies
or read literature, almost universally the protagonists
presented to us are people of central and northern
European descent (They're also heterosexual). As a
country, we're a lot more mixed than that. This does
not make all these pieces of fiction awful or racist,
but it does show room for improvement. When we
portray Americans as being of a certain type and
tell people, "THIS is America," you're automatically
going to be telling people who don't fit that mold that
they're not American. It can really discouraging to flip
channels or pages and see someone who looks, dresses,
or talks like you being portrayed as not important
enough to be part of that "American Dream" my
English teachers keep going on about.
I've been told by people who mean well that my
name isn't American. For the record, I'm Puerto
Rican. I am an American citizen, as were my parents
and their parents before them. But because my name
isn't "Anglo," I was told that my name isn't American.
Dear God, did that piss me off, and I've never
considered myself that patriotic to begin with. It was
like someone was telling me that there was something
wrong with my name and that it was supposed to be
something else because Americans didn't have names
like that. In short, it made me feel Other. And I know
for a fact there are those out there who have it worse
than I do.
Coca-Cola did a good job on their commercial.
All people have a voice, and all voices have a right
to be heard. The question is not, "Are these voices
American?" The question is, "Will we take the time
listen to these American voices?"

EDUARDO A. HERNANDEZ-CRUZ is an english major.
Email comments to letters@thetigernews.com.
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Black History Year
Columnist

It's that special time again when people
celebrate the lives of others. Great moments
are relived and adoration is spread all
around as we remember accomplishments of days
gone by. Yes, it's Black History Month. This is
the month where we celebrate the great African
American men and women who have contributed
monumentally to American history. But this isn't
right. They contributed to AMERICAN history.
Why is only one month of the year devoted to
celebrating the men and women involved? Some
of these people sacrificed their lives and lost their
families for the things they pushed for. So why is
the remembrance of their sacrifice confined to one
measly month?
Every year people hear things like "We should
celebrate Black History Month every day!" or
"Why is it the shortest month of the year?" There
should be no complaint. March is Women's and
Irish American's History Month. May is Asian
Pacific American History Month. June is Gay
and Lesbian Pride Month. September 15 through
October 15 is Hispanic Heritage Month. Even
though all of these different cultures, races and
societal divisions get their own individual months,
why confine them to one 30 day period? One

month is nowhere near enough time to celebrate
an entire group's heritage and beliefs, so why try
to make it that way? We are all Americans, but
everyone's individual heritage should also be
celebrated. This celebration being confined to one
month is borderline offensive. Why not spend all
year celebrating where we came from?
People spend their entire lives trying to define
who they are — and who they are comes from
those who came before them. These months are
important, but we shouldn't use these months as
an excuse to be proud. We should be proud of
our heritage every day. We should be trying to
understand those who came before us not just in
one month, but in one year. When celebrating
a culture, especially one with as touchy of a
background as African-American culture, we
tend use this month to lash out on others. We
say things like "White people are celebrated every
day in history." Well, the same goes for all other
races. In World History, we're learning about the
French, the Spanish, the British, Germans and the
Jews. We learn about all these people and all these
backgrounds, not just "white history." Why should
we be mad about learning that anyway? They all
had a part in shaping who we are as Americans.
The idea of confining a cultural and historical
celebration to one month leads to people
becoming close minded when looking at cultural
ideas. People become filled with hate because they
feel like the people who are not a part of their
celebration are trying to "keep them down."

In reality, we are keeping ourselves down. We
don't take the time to understand everyone
else's perspectives. We cannot forget our past —
that's true, but we can learn from it as opposed
to dwelling on it. This nation has the ability
to become the true definition of a melting pot,
but we have to get past our past. Black History
month is a great month. If anything, it opens our
minds to see all the things others have done for
us. It gives us a sense of pride. It gives us a sense
of excitement. However, some of us fail to see it
that way.
What we need to do is embrace everything and
everyone. We should be open to all things and
not just celebrate one month that pertains to us
specifically but celebrate all months because, in
some crazy mixed up way, each one of them relates
to us individually. I doubt there are many people
who are 100% one ethnic background. We are all
intertwined with each other. We should take this
in consideration, and everyone should rejoice in
everyone else's history. At the end of the day, it's
everyone's history. It's a story that belongs to us
all; a story that we should all know. Why take
just one month to try and understand an entire
culture? Be open and aware of different cultures
all year round, and some societal acceptance
might just pop up one day.
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Is the Gender Wage Gap Real?
Columnist

In his recent State of the Union address,
President Obama lamented the fact that "today,
women make up about half our workforce,
but they still make 77 cents for every dollar a man
earns." This is not the first time that Obama has
made this claim, nor is he the only one. None other
than Beyonce Knowles-Carter recently made the
same statement in an article for the Shriver Report.
But do women really only earn $0.77 for every
dollar a man earns? The answer is yes ... and no.
The studies that President Obama and Beyonce
are referring to that women show earning $0.23 per
dollar less than men are technically correct, but they
are also very misleading. One such study, produced
by the National Women's Law Center, states in
their methodology that their results are "the ratio
of female and male median earnings for full-time,
year-round workers." What this means is that this
study is simply taking the median earnings of men
and comparing them to the median earnings of
women and pointing out that the women's is lower.
Others compare the averages and get roughly the
same result. But why should we expect them to be
the same? Women and men often select different
career paths. As Christina Hoff Sommers points
out in an article from the Daily Beast, men are
87 percent of petroleum engineers, 88 percent of
aerospace engineers and 90 percent of electrical
engineers. The careers in which women make
up the bulk of the workforce include counseling
psychology (74 percent), early childhood education

(97 percent) and social work (88 percent). I am
sure that any of the students in these majors can
attest to the lack of the opposite sex in their classes.
So what does this mean? Well it doesn't take
an employment expert to know that the careers
dominated by men pay more. So if you only
compare the median or average wage of the two
genders it makes sense that there is a large gap.
Luckily, there have been many studies conducted
that control for occupation, work experience,
educational attainment and other factors that are
likely to affect wages. What these studies find is
that when all of these other factors are taken into
account, the gender wage gap is only about $0.05.
This smaller wage gap may still be a product of
discrimination, or it may be the result of other
factors. I find the discrimination explanation
implausible simply because it assumes systematic,
nationwide discrimination against women. It seems
very unlikely that CEOs and managers everywhere,
both male and female, are colluding to make sure
that women with the same credentials as men are
paid less for the exact same work. If that were the
case a business that cared about making money
should hire only women since they could get the
exact same output for only 95 percent of the cost.
Perhaps some opportunistic business is doing just
that and I have not heard of it, but I doubt it.
Some groups, such as the American Association
of University Women (AAUW), argue that even
with the smaller wage gap, sexism still exists
because women are being steered into "pink collar"
jobs at a young age. They argue that society has
some expectation of what women are, or are not,
capable of and thus women are pigeonholed into
the aforementioned careers and away from the more
financially lucrative careers. But as Hoff Sommers

says "Have these groups noticed that American
women are now among the most educated,
autonomous, opportunity-rich women in
history? Why not respect their choices?" I
agree. The women I know have freely chosen
their careers due to a variety of reasons. They
don't seem to have been pushed into them any
more than the men I know. And what about
the other choices that women make that affect
their earning potential, such as taking time
off from work to raise children? Again, in my
experience, young moms relish their time at
home raising their children and don't seem to
mind that they are forgoing work experience
that may dampen their future earnings.
I agree with the AAUW that women who
want to be engineers or scientist should be
encouraged. As an aspiring economist, a
profession that is largely devoid of females,
I would like to see more women entering
fields involving math and science. But the
government should let this happen on its own
instead of using misleading wage studies to
justify legislative solutions. It is not necessary
for men and women to be "equal" in the way
President Obama desires. But they should be
equal in their ability to lead their own lives
and make their own choices, both career
and personal. Whatever wage distribution
follows from the unfettered choices of adults
living their own lives is the correct one.
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Recently, I read "The Billboard
Guide to Writing and
Producing Songs That Sell"
by Eric Beall. My ill-conceived music
dreams aside, the book was an interesting
read and gave revealing insight into the
modern music industry. Controversy over
the Grammy's, specifically Macklemore's
"The Heist's" victory over Kendrick
Lamar's "Good Kid, MAAD City" for
Best Rap Album, brings to attention an
interesting question — are songs on the
radio good, or just popular?
The answer, in my opinion is simple:
both. Pop songs, which most people think
of when they hear "radio songs," appeal
to a wide audience, which means they
generate a lot of money when played.
Radio stations make almost all of their
money from advertising, and advertisers
will pay through the nose to be heard in
top markets, such as New York, Chicago
and other major cities. For example, Clear
Channel, the current radio broadcast
industry leader, made over $230 million
a month in 2011 from its stations alone,
according to Highbeam Business's
industry Report. Advertisements on the
radio are often priced using the Cost Per
Thousand (CPM), which is the cost of
reaching one thousand listeners. A normal
CPM price usually goes between 10 and

20 dollars, but the largest stations can
reach 10s of millions of listeners. The
advertising spots are then broken down by
key time as well as the demographic of the
listeners, with more attractive times and
demographics hiking up advertising prices.
To summarize, a pop station in a major
market can generate a lot of cheddar.
This is both good and bad for us
listeners, as far as quality of music. It
means that a song does have to be popular
to be played on the radio for a long time.
It does not, however, mean a song played
on the radio is not good. With such a huge
availability of musicians and songwriters
due to improvements in home recording,
record labels have a lot to choose from as
far as what they submit to radios. A song
that gets played on the radio normally
starts on smaller, more genre-specific
stations, which play demographic specific
advertisements. Songs and artists that are
popular on those stations then make their
way over to the pop or variety stations
with the larger and more profitable
demographics, just as Taylor Swift began
as a country star before moving to pop. So,
songs on genre-specific stations can be very
high quality and stay true to their genres.
When it comes to pop stations, I
personally think most of the music is fairly
terrible. The goal of most of the songs
played is to be catchy, have a good hook,
a memorable chorus and an upbeat tempo
that can be doubled as a dance beat. A lot
of songs on pop stations sound the same

because pop artists see what is popular,
— which therefore makes money — and
create something similar. The exceptions
to these are songs that are cross genre.
Songs like "Royals" by Lorde, "Thrift
Shop" by Macklemore and "Hey Stephen"
byT Swift that have elements of both their
original genre and pop and shine through
as hits. Songs like those by Katy Perry and
other pop artists make money due to their
genre but are not necessarily hits. This is
no hatred toward Katy Perry.
Therefore, being played on a pop
station only guarantees a song is catchy,
but does necessarily not mean it is not
good. Most of the rime, however, what
makes a song popular is that it is good
(with the exception of anything by Ke$ha
or Pitbull, whom the radio industry has
yet to apologize for making famous) and
therefore demanded by the listeners of the
stations. The goal of radio stations is to
make a profit, so naturally they will play
what is most popular in order to get the
largest audience which will attract higher
paying advertisers. This is the reason I
believe Macklemore's "The Heist" won best
album in the Grammy's it's marketable.
Radios play marketable albums, and
marketable albums make money.

ANDREW VERDONE is a marketing
major. Email comments to letters®
thetigernews.com.

Paws up J
An Arizona jail inmate escaped prison by climbing two walls
and crawling through razor wire to see his sweetheart on
Valentine's Day.
Actress Ellen Page, most known for her roles in "Juno" and
"Inception," came out as gay last week in an attempt to "make
a difference to help others have an easier and more
hopeful time."
John Cena has become the first person ever to assist in granting
400 wishes through the Make-a-Wish Foundation.

Paws down
An Ohio woman named Frances Slyman was arrested for assault after she allegedly chucked a pair of "special cut filets"
at a grocery store employee.
A Pickens woman named Kayla Michelle Finley was arrested
last week for failing to return the 2005 Jennifer Lopez film
"Monster-In-Law."
A British woman was looking through her boyfriend's old
cell phone, and saw a video of him having sex with her dog.
The man now faces up to two years, behind bars.
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Clemson gets help from Hall pass

The sports
break-up

JL

AARON RANSOEU.

Sports Editor

Rod Hall posted 20 points in the 73-56 victory over the Wolfpack,
BRAD HAIDER
STAFF WRITER

The Clemson Men's Basketball
team was in action this past Tuesday
when they welcomed the North
Carolina State Wolfpack to Littlejohn
Coliseum. Rod Hall paced the Tigers
with a career-high 20 points as he
led the Tigers over the Wolfpack by a
score of 73-56.
"We thought [Hall] could get
in the paint against their smaller

guards and have a chance to do
some things. He should be able to
do that against certain teams, and
this is a game he could do that," said
Clemson Head Coach Brad Brownell
after the game regarding his point
guard's performance.
The game was a pivotal matchup
with both teams looking to have a
winning record in the ACC. K.J.
McDaniels helped Clemson jump
out to an early lead, scoring six of the
Tigers' first seven points. N.C. State's

T.J. Warren, the ACC's leading scorer,
helped the Wolfpack get back into the
game halfway through the first half.
Warren, who came in averaging 23.1
points per game, led N.C. State on a
19-6 run to close out the first period,
giving the Wolfpack their fist lead of
the game at halftime.
The Tigers came out of the break
hot and were able to pull away
from N.C. State. Led by Damarcus
Harrison, who put in 14 points for
the Tigers, Clemson went on a 24-9

run to start the second half. Landry
Nnoko was once again strong on
the glass for Clemson, grabbing six
rebounds. McDaniels once again
contributed on both ends of the floor,
the ACC's fourth leading scorer scored
12 points, including a tip in slam
dunk late in the second half that put
an exclamation point on the Tigers'
victory. McDaniels also contributed
six blocks on the defensive end and
see STATE page C6

Harrington and Maden lead team to win
CODY HANKS
STAFF WRITER

The No. 23 ranked Clemson
Tigers took on the No. 24
ranked Auburn Tigers last Sunday
afternoon
in
a
men's
tennis
match, dominating with a 6-1
win. This is the second victory
over a top-25 team for the Tigers
this year. Clemson improved to

10-1
on
the
season,
while
Auburn fell to 9-2. This is
Clemson's best start since 2010,
where
the Tigers
went
15-0
to start.
The doubles point went to
Clemson to start of the day. Then
Robert Dudley defeated Oliver
Plaskett of Auburn 6-3, 6-4 to
increase the lead to2-0. Austin
Ansari continued the incredible

performance
for
Clemson
by
defeating Dante Saleh at number four
singles, 6-4, 6-4. The only loss for
Clemson was at number two singles,
where Auburn's Dennis Lengsfeld
defeated Dominique Maden, 6-1,
5-6, 6-3.
Associate Head Coach John
Boetsch had the following to say on
the Clemson win: "It was good to see
our 3-6 players perform well today. I

see BREAK page C4

UPCOMING

SCORES
BASEBAU
Friday, 2/14
E. Michigan 6 Clemson 5
Clemson, S.C.

was excited for our three through six
guys and the way they stayed focused
and the way they executed late in
sets. I think that's good for Hunter
[Harrington] and Dom [Maden] to
see and to take a little pressure off
them as we move through the season
... The guys are working hard ... It's
a long season to go, and sure, we'll
take our battle scars, but it's an
exciting start."

Maybe
it's
like
changing
religions. Maybe it's like moving
cities. I think it's more like breaking
up with that long-term girlfriend
that you don't really have a real
reason to break up with, but you're
ready to move on ... yeah, that's it.
I've always referred to sports as
the love of my life because through
tears, cheers and beers, I'll always
be a fan. It's embarrassing to me,
but I've been thinking about
switching allegiances. Admittedly,
it feels like cheating when I
contemplate dropping my Rockies
flag for a Braves hatchet. Baseball
season is coming up, so isn't it
better to switch sides sooner rather
than later?
I'm trying to justify the change
by pointing out that I have plenty
of close friends that pick up and
drop teams like a summer fling, but
for some reason I just haven't been
able to bring myself to do it yet. I
want to be a Braves fan, and I want
to wear a hat with that famous "A"
on it, but when will it happen?
What do you do when it's time
to move on?
The beauty of sports (and maybe
relationships) is that we aren't tied
to a team (or a person) forever.
Some may call you a bandwagon
fan, and some may call you fairweather, but who cares? It's
different in college because you're
expected to root for your school's
team, but in the professional ranks
its fair game. We're supposed to
respect others' life choices, so why
not their fandom?
You want to follow LeBron
James around the NBA and root
for all the teams he plays on? You
can do that. Are you a former Colts
fan who turned Bronco fan with
the departure of Peyton Manning?
Switch teams with him.
At the end of the day, it makes
sense to find the things that make
you happy in sports. Coaches,
players and even managers change
teams annually, so why not switch
teams with them?
So I'd officially like to announce
my new relationship by dropping
my allegiance to the "Blake
Street Bullies" and picking up

WOMEN'S TENNIS
Sunday, 2/16
South Carolina 2 Clemson 5
Columbia, S.C.

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Tuesday, 2/18
NC State 56 Clemson 73
Clemson, S.C.

BASEBALL
Friday, 2/21
vs. Maine 4
Clemson, S.

r-

MEN'S BASKETBALL
Saturday, 2/22
@ Georgia Tech noon
Atlanta, Ga.

WOMEN'S BASKETBALL
Sunday, 2/23
vs. Florida State 2 p.m.
Clemson, S.C.
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ROB SNYDER III
STAFF WRITER

(Thomasville, Ga.)

(Flowery Branch, Ga.)

RB, 5-9, 190 — Choice is one of three
running back signees that Clemson
received on Wednesday and is part of the
talented group out of Georgia. Offensive
coordinator Chad Morris has been in
desperate need of a big physical back that
can run powerfully between the tackles,
and Choice fits the billing. The cousin
of former Georgia Tech star and current
NFL running back Tashard Choice, Adam
brings a bit of pedigree. Choice was a
quarterback in high school but mostly
ran, so his adjustment will not be too
challenging. The loss of starting running
back Roderick McDowell opens the job
to a host of other young candidates, all of
whom will vigorously compete for playing
time August camp.

TE, 6-33, 233 — Richard is one
of the jewels of this recruiting
class, coming in as one of the more
talented tight ends in the country —
a position that until last season was
played at an all-conference level. The
Georgia product is a perfect fit for
the tight end and H-back role
that Chad Morris uses effectively
and often in his fast-paced offense.
Richard is also the nephew of one
of college football's all-time greatest
players, Herschel Walker. With none
of the returning tight ends locking
down the job last season it gives more
of an opportunity for the young
Richard to see early playing time in his
freshman year.

LB, 6-2, 218 — Rogers is the cream of
the crop defensively in this year's class,
coming in as one of the top linebackers
in the country and coming out of one of
the state of Georgia's biggest and most
successful programs at Buford High
School. Rogers won Defensive Player of
the Year both his junior and senior year;
He is the total package at linebacker,
with terrific closing speed and bonejarring hits. He does not get talked about
enough when this class is mentioned, but
he certainly is one of the most talented
guys entering Clemson in the fall. Watch
for Rogers to sneak onto the field early
in some facet. Whether it is on special
teams or just as a depth guy, he will be a
household name in the near future.

50%

75%

Adam Choice

(Gainesville, Ga.)
QB, 6-3, 190 — Watson is the chosen one of
Clemson football, much like Willy Korn was
yeais ago. However, Watson is ranked much
higher nationally, and he will have a fighting
chance in his first spring with the exit of Tiger
great, Tajh Boyd. The accolades have rained on
Watson this year, winning the Gatorade State
player of the year in the loaded state of Georgia.
Watson may not end up winning the starting
job this year, but he is definitely the future
of Clemson football much like Tajh Boyd
was upon his arrival in Tigertown. Watson is
the prized recruit for offensive coordinator as
Chad Morris is going into his fourth season
at Clemson. Morris gets a quarterback that is
tailor-made for his read option passing attack
offense that is subject to shift more toward the
rushing offense.

60%
REfi SHIRT AVOIDANCE:

Korie Rogers

Milan Richard
(Savannah; Ga.)

Deshaun Watson

40%
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Clemson rebound from opener
DALLAS CHILDERS
STAFF WRITER

Jack Leggett's team of the refreshed
and
talented
No. 13
Clemson
Tigers (2-1), opened up the 2014
baseball regular season last Friday,
when the Tigers hosted the Eastern
Michigan
Eagles
(1-2)
in
Doug Kingsmore for the first
of a three game series. Friday's
game did not go as planned for
Leggett and company after having a
lead of 4-1 through six innings, the
Tigers would unfortunately fall to the
Eagles in 10 innings with a final score
of 6-5. Despite the disappointing
loss to open the season, Leggett and
the Clemson baseball team have a
lot to look forward to this season,
winning back-to-back on Saturday
and Sunday to show team resilience,
and taking the series 2-1 from
the Eagles.
Friday
showcased
Clemson's
starting pitcher Daniel Gossett, who

had a very productive performance
on the mound. In five innings,
Gossett limited Eastern Michigan
to only four hits and one run,
while registering four strikeouts
against the Eagles. Clemson was
able to jump out to what seemed to
be a comfortable lead early in
the game. In the first inning,
freshman Chris Okey started his
Clemson baseball career on the
right track, with a hit that scored
two runs. The Eagles would score
a run in the third inning, only for
Clemson to answer later in the
third when Steven Duggar had a
hit to score Tyler Slaton. The Tigers
would eventually score again in the
fifth when Tyler Krieger scored on a
groundout, extending Clemson's lead
to 4-1.
However, it was in the sixth
inning after Gossett was taken out
that Eastern Michigan was able to
generate production from their bats,
scoring four runs in the sixth and

Steven Duggar (No. 9) went 5-for-12 in the series against Eastern Michigan.

taking the lead away from Clemson
5-4. Clemson had signs of hope
in the bottom of the ninth when
senior Mike Dunster stepped in to
pinch-hit and hit a shot over the right
field wall to tie the game up at 5-5.
Clemson ended the ninth with the
bases loaded, failing to capitalize on
the opportunity to score and sending
the game to extras. Eastern Michigan
would score in the 10th, winning the
game 6-5.
Saturday's game went better for
Clemson, and it was the production
from the sophomores that help lead
Clemson to a 5-3 victory. Sophomore
lefthanders
Matthew
Crownover
and Zack Erwin combined for 13
strikeouts, and sophomores Tyler
Krieger and Steven Duggar produced
three hits as the Tigers outlasted the
Eagles, earning Clemson their very
first victory of the season. After the
game, coach Leggett talked about the
positives of the victory. "It's always
good to break the ice," Leggett said.
"Eastern Michigan is a pesky team.
They're well-coached, and they don't
go away. We hit the ball really well
today. I thought Crownover and
Erwin pitched well. We played good
defense and we had some timely hits.
There are going to be a lot of games
like this."
Sunday's finale was probably the
most exciting game of the series,
with Clemson generating three runs
in the eighth inning to take the
win from Eastern Michigan with a
score of 9-7. It was junior Jay
Baum who led the rally for Clemson.
Baum went 3 for 5 at the plate,
and produced two RBI's in Sundays
game. Clemson trailed 7-6, entering
the eighth inning before scoring
three runs without hitting the ball
out of the infield. A costly twoout Eastern Michigan error would
extend the inning, allowing Clemson
to score three unearned runs. The
Eagles had trailed 4-0 and 6-4 before

Tigers come second
ELAINE DAY
STAFF WRITER

Last weekend, Clemson's women's golf
team took their talents to Southwood
Country Club in Tallahassee, Fla. for the
Florida State Match-Up. It was a positive
open to their inaugural spring season, as
they finished second in a field of 11 teams.
The other teams were from all around
the country, and included ACC teams
Florida State, Clemson, Virginia, and
the SEC's Texas A&M, South Carolina,
and Mississippi State. Finishing out the
competition were Kansas, Furman, Mercer,
Florida Gulf Coast and Kansas State.
Notre Dame was supposed to participate
as well, but weather prevented them from
making the trip. Before the tournament
started, head coach J.T Horton said in
a press release, "We are excited to get the
spring season rolling. The ladies have been
working really hard to be ready. Now, it's
a matter of going out and executing and
getting back into the flow of things."

On the first day, McKenzie Talbert
shot an even-par 72 to lead the Tigers to
fourth place after the first round. This
tied her second-best round of the year.
Ashlan Ramsey and Sloan Shanahan,
who were both ranked in the top
30 in the nation by Golfweek/Sagarin
rankings entering the spring season,
shot scores of 74. Lauran Salazar had a
triple-bogey on her last hole of the day,
finishing the round with a 77. Jessica
Hoang struggled in the round, but did par
her last five holes in a solid finish. With a
combined team score of 297 on the first
day, Clemson was behind Texas A&M and
South Carolina, who were tied for first, and
host school Florida State.
In the second round, Clemson rose to
second place overall after Ashlan Ramsey
shot a strong 68, tying her career best
Lauren Salazar improved from the first day
to shoot even par, and solid performances
across the board led the Tigers to a
combined score of 272 for the day, the best
of the 11 team field.

Clemson maintained their strong
performance through the third round and
finished in second place behind South
Carolina. For the first time all year, all five
players shot a 73 or better, and the Tigers
once again had the best combined team
score of the day with a 284. McKenzie
Talbert shot a 69, her first score in the 60s
as a Tiger. Lauren Salazar had her lowest
round of the year, shooting a 70, and Jessica
Hoang finished the tournament on a high
note, tying her career best with a 73. "I was
proud that all five of our players scored
well today," Horton said in a press release.
"We look forward to continuing that this
spring. McKenzie and Lauren did not have
a bogey all day. That is playing good golf.
They were five under par between them.
This was another strong performance. If
we keep getting in the mix on the final day,
the victory will come."
Clemson has over a month to prepare
for their next tournament, which is the
Brian's Creek Invitational on March 24-25
at John's Island, S.C.

Jay Baum (No. 13) tallied three hits, including a double and triple.
they took a 7-6 lead with three runs
in the seventh inning.
After Sunday's series finale, coach
Leggett had good things to say
about his 2-1-baseball team. "Our
players showed some toughness when
we battled back,"Legget said. The
team won the series 2-1 in front of
5,064 fans on Sunday. "We showed

some resilience today when we
lost the lead and came back to
reclaim it. I like some of the things
I saw out of the team, and hopefully
we can continue to get bettet."
Clemson will next see action in
Doug Kingsmore on Feb. 21, when
they host Maine for the first of a
three game series.
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Clemson drops 'Cocks
HENRY HUTTON
STAFF WRITER

Last Sunday, the No. 12 ranked
Clemson women's tennis team traveled to
Columbia and defeated South Carolina
5-2. The highly ranked Tigers improved
to 7-2 on the season and 26-23 against the
Gamecocks all time, including winning 11
of the last 13 meetings.
Clemson got off to a strong start,
jumping out to a 4-0 lead with a doubles

win and a sweep of the first three singles
matches. The pairs of Koroleva and
Gumulya and Miao and Rompies defeated
their opponents impressively 8-5 and
8-3, respectively.
In singles, Yana Koroleva, the No.
40 ranked player in the nation, won
her ninth game in the last 10 matches
by a score of 6-1, 6-4. This victory would
also turn out to be the clinching victory
for the Tigers. Romy Koelzer, who is
ranked No. 54 nationally, easily swept her

opponent, Elixane Lechemia, 6-1, 6-1.
Fellow Tiger Jessy Rompies also swept her
South Caroline foe, winning by a score of
6-1, 6-3. The only Clemson player who
did not win as easily was Tristen Dewar,
who needed a tiebreaker to win 6-2,
7-6 (9-7).
This Friday, Clemson returns home
to face Harvard at 2:30 p.m. at the
Hoke Sloan Tennis Center. It will be
the first meeting between the programs
since 2006.

BREAK jwmpageCl
a chopping motion. Even though
I've got Colorado garb, I'm going to
root for the likes of Freddie Freeman
and hate the Phillies. For me, it's all
or nothing.
If I make this change from National
League West to National League
East, my heart goes with it. No longer
will I be teased for having the
"girlfriend who goes to another
school." I'll have the popular girl who
everyone likes.

I'll admit, I'm scared of what people
will think of my sudden change of
heart, but aren't the things that scare
us the most good for us?
This doesn't change who I am,
just who I root for. So I'd like to
apologize to the Colorado Rockies for
the break up — it isn't you, it's me.
And to the Atlanta Braves, I hope you
welcome me with open arms as I will
for you, even though it will still be a
new relationship.
You're not perfect, but neither am I.
I'll see you March 31 for our first date.
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MASTER OF SUPPLY CHAIN
ENGINEERING AND MANAGEMENT

Engineering Skills, Business Perspective.

THE GAP

New 10-month Master of Supply Chain Engineering and Management
combines coursework with a real-world practicum to build analytic,
operations and business management skills for supply chain and
logistics professionals.
> Accepting Applications for Summer 2014

HTTP://MSCEM.GRAD.NCSU.EDU
Beatrice Gumulya (above), ranked No. 90 in the nation, was defeated by No. 69 Katerina Popovza in Columbia, S.C.
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► The system calls you when
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• Track your assigned ride
on a map.
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ride, you can cancel your
own call.
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"No Show" the
system will also call you
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• You can always
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to for your ride to prevent
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The Basketball Life of Nikki Dixon
A player on a mission to make her dreams come true
CHASE HEATH
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

For
Clemson
women's
basketball player Nikki Dixon,
the love for the game of
basketball started at the age of
8 years old. It is also when the
dream of someday playing in the
WNBA came to life. Basketball is
an emotional release for Dixon,
the thing she does to escape the
struggles of life for a while. "I
don't see it as like a sport or a
hobby," Dixon said. "I see it more
as an outlet. Whatever I'm going
through that day or whatever
personal business I have going
on, I don't let it affect my game.
I let my game be that outlet for
all the stress and the tension I
have going on or just my worries.
It's always been such a positive
outlet for me." Dixon also loves
the game for the suspense, not
knowing what will happen next
or what the result will be.
Family is also what drives and
motivates her to play the game
of basketball, specifically her
dad. "Since my father passed last
year, really that's been like my
number one motivation through
it all," Dixon said. "Normally, it's
always been my family, but now
I'm more focusing on my dad
because he's the one that really
got me into this sport. So now
I just pretty much go out there
and do it for him because he's
looking at every single one of my
games now. It's good motivation
to have." Dixon also gets a lot
of support and motivation from
her mom, who attends almost all
of her games, and her brother,
who is her biggest influence off
the court and the person who
pushes her to never give up and
to be the best player she can be.
Her biggest influence on the
court and the person who she
models her game after is WNBA
player Diana Taurasi. "I look up
to Diana Taurasi," Dixon said.
"She's a leader on the court. She
demands the ball. She's who the
team relies on, so I look up to her
for sure."
People close to Nikki Dixon
knew how good she was and
the potential she had when
she was very young. Her mom
stopped saving up money for her
daughter to go to college when
she was only in the fifth grade.
Her AA.U basketball coaches also
told her at a young age that she
had a special talent that could get
her a long ways and possibly help
her achieve her dreams. Dixon

said she knew she had the talent
to play at the next level during
her junior and- senior year in
high school when she started
getting calls from Division I
schools. "That's when it really
hit me," Dixon said. "It was
really surreal that I could play at
this level." Many schools offered
Dixon a scholarship to come
play basketball at their school,
but the ACC and Clemson were
always the first choice of where
she wanted to play the sport
she loved. "The only offer that
really mattered was obviously
Clemson," Dixon said. "Clemson
is only two hours away from
home, and it's an ACC school
,so that's obviously what I
really wanted."
Now that she's here and a
junior at Clemson University,
Nikki knows that part of
playing basketball at a school
like Clemson is working hard to
balance basketball and academics.
She embraces this challenge
because she understands it's
what she has to do in order to
make her dreams come true.
"You really have to love the game
to be a student athlete," Dixon
said. "You can't just like it or
think of it as a hobby; you really
have to love it because of the
mental toughness you have to go
through and the challenges. The
biggest part is time management
because you really have to focus
on academics as much as you
focus on improving your game."
As a third-year veteran and the
leading scorer on the Clemson
women's basketball team, Nikki
Dixon knows she has a leadership
role and a responsibility to guide
and help out her teammates.
"My biggest thing that I try to
do is just stay encouraging,"
Dixon said. "Make sure everyone
knows that at the end of the day
we are still playing basketball
and we love this sport ... the
biggest thing is just to have fun
with it and stay motivated, stay
consistent and compete."
After finishing her basketball
career at Clemson, Dixon hopes
to continue to play basketball
in any way she can, whether it
is over seas internationally or
at camps where she can teach
younger kids about the skills and
values of the game of basketball.
However, her dream is to play
in the WNBA. "My dream since
I've picked up the rock was to
play in the WNBA," Dixon said.
"It's always and will forever be
my dream."
JOSHUA a KEUY/USA TODAY Sports |
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Smith and Tigers
fall at Pitt

STATE from page Cl
grabbed four rebounds.
"We can try and do some things as
coaches to help K.J. a litde bit, but at
the end of the day, they are forcing
your other guys to be playmakers.
Adonis Filer made shots, Damarcus
was good tonight and Landry was
certainly a factor," said Brownell.
One of the ways Clemson was able
to pull ahead in the second half was
their performance from the free throw
line. The Tigers shot 26 free throws,
compared to N.C. State's 14. Clemson
made 85 percent of their free throws
while the Wolfpack converted only 64
percent of their attempts.
The win over N.C. State ended a
three game losing streak for the Tigers.
During the losing streak, Clemson
lost to two nationally ranked teams
and lost in double overtime.
"We lost three in a row, but we
didn't play bad. You can lose games
and play well, especially in this
league ..." explained Brownell, "It's
easy for everybody on the outside
to think things are going awry,
but we're playing pretty good, and
sometimes you are going to play well
and lose."
After the game, Coach Brownell
expressed a sense of happiness
regarding his team's performance.
"We needed that tonight. They threw
a bunch of different things at us and
beside the bad play at the end of the
first half, I thought we really played
exceptionally well for 33-34 minutes
of the game."

CHASE HEATH
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR

K.J. McDanieb (No. 32) had five blocks against NC State.
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The Clemson women's basketball
team (11-16, 3-10 ACC) lost on Sunday
at the Petersen Events Center 56-43,
snapping their five-game win streak
against Pittsburgh (11-15, 3-9 ACC).
The Tigers held the Panthers to just eight
points in the paint and five two-point
field goals but gave up 27 points from
downtown and 19 points from the free
throw line in the loss.
Clemson scored the first two points
of the game but were held scoreless for
the next eight minutes while Pittsburgh
used a 20-0 run to jump out to an early
18-point lead. The Tigers trailed by as
many as 25 points in the first half, at a
score of 33-8, before going into halftime
down 33-12, the lowest first half output
of the season.
A layup by junior guard Chelsea
Lindsay, who finished the game with
seven points, cut the Panthers' lead to
38-26 on a 14-2 run by the Tigers near
the midway point of the second half, but
that was as close as her team would get
for the remainder of the game. Although
Pittsburgh was also held without a field
goal for eight minutes, they stretched
their lead over Clemson back out to 20
by adding to their point total from the
foul line. The Lady Tigers started to close
the gap again near the end of the game

but would not get any closer than the
final score of 56-43.
Clemson Head Coach Audra Smith
was disappointed with her team's
lackluster performance: "You take a look
at the second half, and we started to play
in the second half," Smith said. "We
outscored them by eight in the second,
but by that time it was too late. We dug
ourselves such a deep hole. Every time
we made a run, and cut it to twelve,
we had three offensive opportunities
to cut it and came up empty. It's really
frustrating. It was an opportunity for us
to come up with a win today."
Nikki Dixon, who leads the Tigers in
scoring with 14 points per game overall
and 1^.8 points per game against ACC
opponents, failed to score in seven
minutes of action against the Panthers.
The lone bright spot for Clemson in the
game was sophomore forward and center
Nyilah Jamison-Myers, who finished the
game with a team-high 16 points (12 in
the second half), 11 rebounds and four
blocks. "She had a really good game
tonight and followed the game plan,"
Smith said. "She played 30 minutes,
didn't do a bad job defensively. They
didn't really have an offensive post
presence, so she was able to stay fresh."
The lady Tigers will try to pick up a
win this Sunday when they play Florida
State at Dttlejohn Coliseum. The game
tips off at 7 p.m.
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OUR FAVORITE
TWEETS ABOUT:
#CLEMSON
ffOPENINGDAY
©CUSportsMktg: Total
attendance for the weekend
to watch ©ClemsonBaseball
was 15,436! Great crowds
sach day!

@JackLeggett7: 3 days
to go!! Can't wait! Been
prepping for 9 months!
Let's go!! See u at the Yard!

@KbBailey27: Good luck
to my ©ClemsonBaseball
dudes this weekend,
cheering for y'all in France.
Love y'all.
©ClemsonSports: My
premature announcement of a
Clemson loss in baseball made
me look like a #bonehead then it happened and I looked
like #Nostradamus
©jaredstoltzsays: opening
day in Clemson. can't wait to
see ©ClemsonBaseball take
the field.

©ClemsonTigers: Good
morning, Tiger fans...love is
in the air—it's
©ClemsonBaseball's
Opening Day!

©ClemsonBaseball: Teams
have been introduced and
first pitch of the 2014 season
is almost here. #OpeningDay

©ClemsonBaseball: Game
ON! Can't say enough about
the #Clemson grounds
crew...best in the country!
#TigerPride #OpeningDay
©ClemsonBaseball:
Boulware - "Give credit to
Eastern Michigan. They
are a good-hitting team."
Clemson won the series 2-1.

Compiled by...

CHASE HEATH
ASST. SPORTS EDITOR
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Silver lining:
a new commish
CODYSMOLDT

Columnist
On Feb. 1, 2014, David Stern
stepped down from his position
as NBA commissioner after a
30-year career that included the
addition of the relocation of six
NBA franchises, the addition of
seven new teams, the construction
of 28 new arenas, an overhaul of
the dress code, the institution of
the draft lottery system, a nasty
brawl and four lockouts. Stern's
time as commissioner has turned
the sport into a global phenomenon
and changed the game forever. The
league has already announced the
decision to include Stern in the
2014 Hall of Fame induction class.
His replacement is Former Deputy
Commissioner Adam Silver, who
took over the position on the day
that Stern resigned.
Replacing the most important
sports commissioner of all time
will be no easy task, but Silver is
motivated by a love for the game
(he grew up watching Bernard King
and Patrick Ewing in Madison
Square Garden). The NBA is a
constantly evolving league, often
adding new rules or adjusting
current ones to fit with the times.
Just in the last 10 years the NBA
has
banned
hand-checking,
established a "no-tolerance rule"
in assigning technical fouls,
revolutionized instant replay and
faegan issuing fines for "flopping."
The league could evolve even
more under Silver. According
to executives around the league,
Silver's priorities include speeding
up the game and the continued
improvement of officiating. Just
a few of the ideas being tossed
around include shortening the
length of overtime, using camera
tracking data to make certain
calls (like goaltending), using an
off-site referee to review instant
replays in an effort to speed up the
calls, restructuring the conferences
while eliminating divisions (to
ensure the best teams make the
playoffs) and making alterations
to the draft lottery system to
curb tanking.
Silver has already made big
changes to the All Star Weekend
format — some good and some not
so good, and has gone on record
that he is in favor of increasing
the NBA age limit to 20. During
his time as Deputy Commissioner,
he also pushed for teams to utilize
the SportVU tracking system, a
revolutionary motion — tracking
camera system that was just
recently installed in all 29 arenas
that projects to revolutionize
advanced statistics, and he was
the catalyst in returning the NBA
finals to the 2-2-1-1-1 format after
decades of using 2-3-2. Silver is
clearly not afraid to make big

moves, but the one that will cause
the largest ripple is increasing the
age requirement.
The relationship between the
NBA and NCAA is a strange
one. The NBA adjusted the rule
that allowed students to come
to the league straight out of high
school. Now players must be a
year removed from high school,
which typically means they go to
college. The number of "one and
dones" has increased dramatically
and damaged the public perception
of college basketball (that there
is not loyalty, that the players are
just using the school as a stopgap
to the pros etc.). On the surface,
the increased age limit seems to
fix all of these problems, since it
keeps players in college for longer.
However, it also creates a new
problem: keeping those that are
ready from the NBA in college
is cheating them out of millions
of dollars in salary. Heavier age
restrictions could force an entirely
different
discussion:
paying
college athletes.
While some argue that these
athletes are already getting paid in
the form of an education, there are
two problems with that reasoning.
First, most of the top athletes are
not there to get an education.
Because of rules prohibiting them
from going straight to the NBA,
the best prospects are often there
to get experience and not to earn a
degree in psychology or economics.
Many of the top schools earn
billions of dollars in revenue as
a result of the player's time and
commitment to their program.
Consider this ... who gives a bigger
contribution to their school — a
student on a full scholarship or a
student athlete? If kids are going
to have to wait an extra year before
they can play in the pros, then they
deserve some sort of benefit for
their contributions to their school.
To keep a kid from going to the
pros, give him some incentive to
stay and play in college.
There's no easy fix for the strange
relationship between the NBA
and college basketball, but Silver's
discussion and consideration is at
least a step in the right direction.
A potential solution, in my
opinion, is to allow players to join
the pros right out of high school or
go to college for at least two years.
This restriction would allow the
most elite prospects (think LeBron
James, Kevin Garnett or, more
recently, Jabari Parker and Andrew
Wiggins) to go straight to the pros
where they belong (because, let's
face it, they're ready) and help with
the public disdain toward "one
and dones" by keeping players in
college at least two years.
No matter what happens, the
NBA is in good hands with Adam
Silver at the helm. Basketball is a
beautiful game, and it can only get
better from here. I'm excited.
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Caroline Louis
Staff Writer
With classes being back in session for about a month and the first round of
tests just finishing up, a lot of people are about ready to just give up on life. As
an engineering major living in the RISE community, I've witnessed numerous
accounts of people ready to transfer out of the major or even end their college
careers because it's just "too hard." This is not acceptable. So, in order for you
engineering majors to get a last litde boost in confidence, here are some tips,
tricks, advice and some personal opinions to help you survive and hopefully
make you laugh a little in the process.
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• If you didn't get into a good chemistry or physics lab, it's okay. No one did.
Just try to keep a good attitude. If you don't learn anything else, you might get
better at understanding vague and apathetic directions.
• Roommates are a new experience, and it's hard to adjust to living with
someone in such a small space. By this point in time, if you haven't wanted to
kill them, you're not normal. Don't kill them.
• If you haven't already, buy a stapler. Most college professors require
assignments stapled, but no rooms have staplers. I've gotten a zero on several
assignments for them not being stapled.
• Get rain boots and a rain jacket. April is about to get rainy, and trudging to
Holtzendorf Hall in a storm is the last thing you want to do.
• Wean yourself off of your graphing calculator. Yes, they're fabulous and
you're used to them, but you're not allowed to use them in your engineering
classes.
• This is even more annoying because the engineering calculators give you
fractions when you divide things. Like, I know what I put in, Mr. Calculator.
Don't spit the same thing back out at me.
• Always read the rubric for large assignments. They're graded exacdy by the
rubric, but professors won't go over them in detail. It has made at least a 10
point difference in assignments.
• Specific gravity is unidess. Always. It's like density but a different concept.
It'll mess you up if you forget that.
• Math is hard. The end. We all used to think we were good at math. Then
college came.
• So is engineering. You go to a highly ranked university with a great
engineering program. You'll earn a lot of respect from your peers, but it also
requires a lot of work and time.
• MatLab SUCKS. It seems totally logical, and then you get error message
after error message. Don't worry, you'll catch on. I've used the 'doc' and 'lookup'
functions many a time, and they can really help you.
• Thirsty Thursday is not your friend. Don't be that person throwing up over
the railing in front of Lever. It's not classy.
• Coffee is your best friend. If you can get a Keurig, get one fast.
• There are a lot of witty shirts about engineers. It's totally acceptable here (and
like, nowhere else) to wear one. It might make you feel better.
• If you don't play Candy Crush or any other iPhone game, you probably
shouldn't start. People get sucked in.
• For future reference, don't take Anthropology under any circumstance. It's

infamously hard. I'm told there's a whole chapter on castration. Um, no
thank you.
• Start WebAssign homework right when it is assigned. WebAssign is down a
good 50 percent of the time, especially the times that are convenient for you.
• We all know that there are some majors around here that are BS. No, you're
not allowed to tell someone that their major is BS.
• Warm Schilletter cookies ... heavenly. It's totally okay to be a 'cookie vulture'
and stand around conspicuously while the nice baker takes the fresh cookies
out of the oven. If you're lucky she might even sing!
• Keep all of your tests, especially for calculus and chemistry. Often questions
are recycled from the tests for use on the final with slighdy different numbets. I
know many people whose chemistry 1010 final was 10 points higher than any
of their other tests because of the recycling of questions.
• Chemistry is Satan's science. If you know someone good at Chemistry, it's
probably best to keep your distance.
• You're going to get a terrible grade on at least one exam. Luckily, the final
exam for many classes will replace the lowest test grade. This is extremely
helpful, and don't underestimate the grade-raising power of this gift from the
engineering gods. No one needs a 54 weighed in to their grade. The flip side of
that is, one test weighs up to 35 percent of your total grade. No pressure . . .
• Don't send anything to the printer last-minute. You may leave yourself five
minutes to grab your paper on the way to class, but this does not account for
people printing freaking novels or the constant lack of toner in the Hendrix and
Daniel printers.
• Having "Cards Against Humanity" will make you a lot of friends. The
'German Dungeon Porn' card essentially always wins.
• If you haven't learned already, don't take up all the washers and dryers. People
will move your stuff and you'll deserve it.
• Don't skip your 8 a.m. classes. It might seem like a good idea when you're
lying in bed, but you'll regret it every other time after that.
• Don't try the gallon challenge. You will throw up, and stomach acid-laced
milk does not taste good.
If you learn anything from this column, just make smart choices. It's good
to have "a college experience," but remember why you're here. The only people
who got a job from drinking were the cast of "Jersey Shore." Engineering is
tough. Real life will be so much better if you do well in college. Real life is also
better when you have money, which engineering will likely earn you plenty of.
The road may be long and hard, but just remember why you're here and that
you can get through it.
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£j THE STAGES OF SLEEP DEPRIVATION

Rachael McMenemy
Staff Writer

As college students we've all been there.
1. It begins
You can hear your bed whispering your name,
promising you all sorts of wonderful things if
you just cuddle up in it. At this point you cover
your ears and hum loudly as willpower takes
over, and by will power I mean coffee.
2. Yawnfest
The first one breaks through, then another,
and another and another. If you are in a group,
this begins to feel like the beginning of the end.
One of you yawns, then someone else follows
suit, which must makes you yawn again. Darn
it, now you're yawning more than you're
working, but you power through. It's all good.
.. for now.
"(Yawn) I'm fine, not tired at all, and I
definitely don't think (yawn) the floor looks
like the comfiest mattress I've ever seen." Keep
telling yourself you're not tired, like all good
denial, if you say it enough times eventually you
begin to believe it. Which leads to . . .
4. The Second Wind
All that caffeine has finally worked its way
into your system, and now you can do anything.
Not only are you going to finish this essay, but
you're now so awake and ready for action that
you'll solve world hunger while you're at it.
Maybe cure cancer and create world peace too.
First you'll just finish this paper, report, project?

Sana Az ami
Staff Writer

5. Memory lapse
The second wind is quickly disappearing and
you've now completely forgotten what you were
doing or were trying to do with this paper... or
is it book report... project? Oh God, what's the
word again? Did you have dinner? Is the project
due during class or later . . . Panic. Definitely
time to panic.
Everyone else is an idiot — You have now
been awake for what feels like an eternity.
Does no one understand how important this
assignment is? Your friends are no longer your
friends; they are idiots who don't understand
you. This is when you put in your earphones
and just shut everyone else out — otherwise
you will have no friends when this is finally
over. I mean it, you'll probably have killed them
all because you're so irritable.
6. Questionable Decision Making
Making pancakes at 3 a.m. is the best idea
you and your roommate have ever had. And
while you're in the kitchen, wouldn't it be cool
to deep fry some stuff, like ... a cookie? Or
better yet, why not try deep frying a grape, or
anything else you can get your hands on — it's
all a good idea. These are legitimate thought
processes. My roommate and I during finals
once decided it would be a great idea to make
our own fries. That was fine, but then we moved
on to frying pieces of carrot, a cookie and loads
of other things that were in our kitchen just to

see what it was like. And while it all seemed
completely logical at the time, it did not taste
good.
f;. Hysteria
By this point everything's funny. You've
completely abandoned your paper in favour
of cute cat and baby videos on YouTube. And
every last one of them is the funniest thing
any of you have ever seen. Then the nostalgia
kicks in. Before you know it, there's an episode
of the Telletubbies on, or you're singing along
to your favorite Disney movie like its 1996.
You love all the people around you. You may
have contemplated the best ways to kill them
without getting caught just an hour ago, but
that's ancient history now. These people are the
best, and you're so glad that they're here with
you, as you dance and sing, your paper totally
forgotten.
8. Acceptance
You're done. Your eyes keep closing and as
much as you tell yourself that your eyes are just
resting, you know it's a complete and utter lie.
You've been awake for god knows how long;
your body has become immune to coffee, and
the floor looks like it's made out of big fluffy
clouds perfect for sleeping. It's time to accept
that your body has shut down. You'll set your
alarm for early in the morning and finish your
paper then. No really, you will.
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Robin Thicke
The Fox Theatre
Greenville, S.C.

7.45 p.n,
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Clemson Baseball
Doug Kingsmore
Stadium
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EveryBODY is Beautiful
Fashion Show
Tillman Hall
Clemson, S.C.
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Working: A musical
Brooks Center
Clemson, S.C.
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Star-Crossed Lovers

From the Titanic to any Nicholas Sparks movie adaption ever, we, as a species, have a fixation for mawkish displays of love and their
subsequent tragic endings. Did you know that according to one study watching tragic movies makes us happier? Something about
inner reflection and counting blessings, etc . . .
Anyhow, in honor of that 2007 Ohio University study, here's an international whirlwind tour of some of my favorites.
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Working: A musical
Brooks Center
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Saiim and Anarkali:

Pyramus and Ihisbe

Layla and Majnu

Before he was Emperor Jahangir of the
Mughals, he was Prince Salim, son of King Akbar.
As a young boy, Salim was considered too soft,
too much like his mother and was sent off to the
army. Upon his valiant return some 14 years later,
his father, the king, hosted a grand celebration
in the main palace (today in Lahore, Pakistan).
Anarkali (meaning pomegranate blossom),
a commoner that had grown famous for her
singing and dancing in court, was the main
attraction. Eyes met, whispers were exchanged,
and they fell in love. When old pops found out
about their secret trysts, he nearly had a coronary
and forbade Salim from ever seeing her again.
Salim decided to stand up and mustered a war
against his own father. And lost. Now, the king
was a fairly reasonable fellow and offered his son
back his throne on the condition that he give
up Anarkali. Salim, the ever-quixotic romantic,
chose to die instead. Anarkali, a pragmatic sort of
gal, went to the king and begged for his mercy,
asking him to take her life instead of her beloved's
in exchange for one last night together. The King
agreed. True to her word, she drugged Salim
with pomegranate blossoms and left the palace
with guards. Said guards then strapped her to
a wooden board and lowered her down into a
hollow wall which they then resealed with bricks,
effectively burying her alive.
The legend has been around since at least
1611, 11 years after the death of Anarkali. For
anyone in the area, the palace and her supposed
tomb are still present and open to the public.

This Babylonian couple suffered from a severe
case of feuding families. You know the sort,
childhood friends and then some body bends ...
Anyway, because of the animosity betwixt their
ancient houses, Pyramus and Thisbe were forced
to speak solely through small crack between
the walls. Their passion grew stronger with age
and on the night that Pyramus completed his
apprenticeship, they fled. They left separately,
having previously arranged to to meet up under
a mulberry tree near the tomb of Ninus the
next day. Thisbe (the chick) arrived first and sat
waiting under the shade of the tree. At about the
same time, a lion came along fresh from eating
a kill, jaws bloody. Scared for her life, she ran
for the tomb and hid inside, dropping her veil
along the way. Pyramus came along soon after
and surveyed the sight: bloody lion + veil in its
jaws = dead lover. Desperate to be with her, he
stabbed himself, spilling his blood on the white
fruits of the mulberry plant. Thisbe sensed that
the danger had passed and came to the tree only
to see the soulless body of Pyramus shaded under
it. Thisbe wept at the sight and then proceeded
to kill herself with her lovers' dagger. Hearing
her plight, the gods grew merciful and forever
changed the color of the mulberry fruit to the
deep red of coagulated blood. We can give credit
to the gods for trying, but they weren't awfully
thorough. After all, white mulberry trees still
exist; my dad has some in our backyard.

Recorded by a medieval Iranian poet, this Agatha Christie
particular tale originated in Arabia and is based Greenville Little Theatre
on the courtesan Qays Ibn Mulawwah, aka
Greenville, S.C.
Munju (meaning madman). The story starts
(once again) when the two were children.
3 p.m.
\0y)
Mujnu, in proper schoolboy tradition, would L $26
^S
consistendy rebel and write Layla (instead of
Allah), over and over and over on his board. One Career Fair
day, after a harsh hand whipping (for refusing Littlejohn Coliseum
to pen anything other than Layla) the teacher
Clemson, S.C.
noticed that Layla was whimpering and clutching
her hands as well. Her hands were bleeding in the
12:30 p.m.
(
same stripes as Mujnu's. The Master reported the
V
FREE
pair to their fathers who forcibly seperated them.
But one fateful day grown-up Mujnu saw Layla
at the market. Long story short: she saw him too, Gabriel la Martinez
her brother caught them, brother told pops, and Piano Concert
pops nearly started a war between the families. Brooks Center
Mujnu was set to be stoned and his family Clemson, S.C.
renounced him. Layla's mother decided that the
8 p.m.
best thing to do was to prompdy wed her to the
FREE
prince, someone conveniendy in love with Layla.
Layla agreed on the term that Mujnu was set
free unharmed. Mujnu was then exiled into the
wilderness to go mad, never to meet Layla again.
Layla's prince eventually learned the reason for his
new bride's reluctance and agreed to her request
that should Mujnu ever be found, he would be
buried with her. Only then did Layla agree to
truly be a wife to the prince. Unfortunately the
prince was a big fat liar; he sent his own men to
kill Mujnu. But the divine connection between
Layla and Mujnu remained. After killing Mujnu,
the prince came to his marriage bed only to find
his wife murdered in the same manner.
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THIS WEEK'S
RELEASES:
Motivational Jumpsuit
Guided by the Voices
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TimeOut says:
Guided by the Voices' first album without
their drummer Kevin Fennell is one that
has a grungy indie-rock feel. The vocals
alternate between rough and crooning,
but the focus of the album is definitively
the guitar. Catchy riffs and a paced beat
push the album forward.

PRESIDENT SNOW DEFENDS PUTIN
Matt Spadaro
Columnist

Music Speaks
Candice Glover
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TimeOut says:
Candice Glover sings R&B songs with
a flair for powerful vocals and smooth
lyrics. The tracks trancend the standard
contemporary R&B, incorporating a touch
of smooth, bluesy style jazz.
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The 2014 Winter Olympics began
February 6 with as much fanfare as
controversy. For what seems like years
now, Sochi and Russia as a whole
have been bastions for criticism as the
country's seemingly dated attitudes
about a number of social and political
issues have been thrust into the public
eye. At the forefront of these issues is
Russia's sentiment toward the LGBT
community.
Many
questionable
laws are in place in the country,
including bans on what is described as
"homosexual propaganda." This seems
to include being out of the closet,
having any pro-gay publicity stances
and so on. Given the international push
of the last decade for equal marriage
rights, among other LGBT issues, the
magnifying glass has descended on
Russia as the international Olympic
games have drawn closer and closer.
Now that they have finally begun,
other bizarre information has been
reported from the country by the many
journalists covering the 2014 Winter
Games from Sochi.

Per many BuzzFeed photo sets and
other similar websites, collections of
tweets profiling comically bad housing
and dining conditions have been widely
circulated in this first week of the games.
They include, but are not limited
to, bugs found in sealed packages of
condiments, missing divides in toilet
stalls and wireless routers hanging
freely from wires in the ceilings. When
asked about the conditions, the mayor
of Sochi (recently famous for his "No
gays live here" remark) laughed them
off and said that Sochi was the greatest
and most luxurious town in the entire
universe. Confused by his remarks,
many journalists sought out Russian
President Vladimir Putin for comments
and got more than they bargained for.
From his vacation home in Sochi, he
gave these comments while shirtless on
a genetically enlarged Siberian Husky:
"People
do
not
understand
Russian way of thinking. They do
not understand that the motherland
is perfect in all ways, and that if WiFi routers hang from ceiling then rest
of world should follow suit," Putin
said. If Sochi planners do not think
dividers in banya are needed, then rest
of world should become more friendly

All Love's Equal
Planningtorock
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. imeuut says:
This Album from the Berlin-based
electro pop-rock artist is one with a clear
theme: love for all, regardless of sexual
orientation. The album starts a crooning
repetition of its' titular mantra, "AH Love's
Equal" and morphs into catchy melodies
with socially conscious messaging.

during bathroom times. These words
are all I will say about issues at hand.
Where is the free Honey Boo Boo
matryoshka doll I was promised for
doing interview?"
Putin noticeably avoided bringing
up any topics related to the current
LGBT controversies. After many news
outlets pointed this out, a longtime ally
to Putin and fabulous Capitol fashion
icon rushed to his defense. Panem's
longtime president, Coriolanus Snow,
defended his Russian pal on all fronts
and gave this statement to The New
York Times, TMZ and The Daily
Prophet:
"However Vladimir chooses to run
his country is his business. I have been
a dictator for a completely unspecified
amount of time, and I know the ins
and outs of starving a population
and depraving a nation of all rights.
What I also know is that Vladdy is
one of my best pals; my girlfriend
Kris Jenner and I routinely stay in his
winter palace outside of Moscow in
the colder months, and he couldn't be
more accommodating. He even comes
out to Panem for The Hunger Games
every year! If I'm not concerned about
any rights of any kind then Vladmaster

shouldn't have to worry either. Now
if you'll excuse me I need to go to his
house and refill my thermos of warm
children's tears to drink during the
speed skating event."
President Snow went on to detail how
he is remodeling his house, using frozen
blood and bottled hope for the interior
walls and a gorgeous veranda made out
of human bones. He is planning to
attend all events at Sochi, sitting right
next to his pal Putin the whole time.
It remains to be seen whether or not
pressures from the visiting nations will
produce any change in
Putins sentiments.

*This article is fictional satire
and does not depict an
actual event.

A Fitness Tracker

TimeOut says:
This latest EP from the cleverly named
electro artist is one that draws listeners
in with syncopated melodies and
regular beats. Joel Ford makes a guest
appearance in one track, adding some
swelling vocals to the mix.

GRAPHICS BY: ALY JONES/timeout layout editor

Claire Spellburg
Columnist

_

This time of the year, it seems like motivation is at
an all-time low. Not only is it impossible to start the
work you suddenly just got slammed with, but you
have more than likely pushed your "New Year, New
Me" resolution aside in favor of $ 1 slices at Todaro's
or a seven hour marathon of bobsled events. What we
all need in these dismal winter weeks is something to
hold us accountable for our fitness and well-being: a
fitness tracker.
What exactly is a fitness tracker, you ask? Well,
if the name has you confused, a fitness tracker is a
device that — big surprise — tracks your overall
level of activity throughout the day and relays that
information back to you. Whether worn on your
wrist, on the waistband of your jeans or around
your neck, these little gems of bio feedback record
your every step (and most do a whole lot more than
just that) so that you know how active you've been
that day and can adjust your behavior by increasing,
decreasing or sustaining that level of activity.
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Personally, I have a Fitbit Flex, and I'm obsessed
with it. I wear it on my wrist like a normal bracelet,
and it is so light and small that I pretty much forget
I'm wearing it. My Fitbit tracks a million different
things, including steps, total distance traveled,
active minutes and calories burned each day. It even
analyzes my sleep patterns every night. Not bad for
100 bucks. The best part about the Fitbit is that all
of this information syncs up to both an iPhone app
and a dashboard on my computer, so no matter where
I am or what time it is, I have access to an in-depth
analysis of my fitness levels.
OK, so back to how fitness trackers like the Fitbit
will give us some motivation during this blah month.
When you have all of your information right at your
fingertips, you're more likely to actually go out and
do something to improve those statistics staring back
at you. Many trackers allow you to set different goals
for each piece of information it tracks, and there's
nothing worse than seeing that you're only 1,847

steps away from reaching your daily goal. Well, seeing
that you're 7,909 steps away from your daily goal is
pretty embarrassing, too. But it's embarrassing in a
good way — I have definitely synced my stats before
and felt the sudden urge to walk to R-01 rather than
take Tiger Transit just to accomplish one of my daily
goals.
Honestly, I could not begin to tell you how fitness
trackers work. Something about an accelerometer
and an altimeter . . . I'm an English major, not a bio
systems-chem-sciency things major. But barring the
science, I do appreciate how important it is to be aware
of your activity level and to be held accountable for
meeting the fitness goals you set for yourself. Fitness
trackers like the Fitbit are basically a hot personal
trainer you wear on your wrist, motivating you to go
the extra mile (literally, if we're talking about distance
traveled) and take charge of your fitness. You would
not want to disappoint your hot trainer, would you?
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Cody Smoldt
Columnist

Flashback

I've been writing about music in some capacity since 2010, and since then, I have always written about new
releases or end of the year lists. Since it's early in the year and there isn't much new or exciting to write about, I'm
taking it back a few years. These are my favorite albums from 2010 to 2012.
Kar™e-^es"t?*My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy" (2010)
This was the album that absolved Kanye West from being Kanye West. This was the album that absolved him
from "George Bush hates black people" and the album that absolved him from "Imma let you finish." All of it was
overshadowed the plinking notes of the piano at the beginning of "Runaway" By the time Kanye was singing about
la "toast to the assholes," it was over. He had won you back to his side. "MBDTF" was a culmination of everything
Kanye had done up to that point. On "Power" he rapped that "every superhero needs his theme music." Kanye may
be more of a villain than a hero, but "My Beautiful Dark Twisted Fantasy" is still his theme music.
Bon Iver: "Bon lye< Bon Iver" (2011)
.__
I've written before about shedding the myth surrounding Bon Iver. If that is actually happening, then this is the
album that started it. The story behind 2008's "For Emma, Forever Ago" (cabin, heartbreak, etc.) has been repeated
so many times now that the narrative threatened to overtake the music. "For Emma" followed established folk
traditions, but "Bon Iver, Bon Iver" still sounds new and unfamiliar. The first Bon Iver album was almost entirely
recorded by Vernon in his cabin in the woods. On "Bon Iver, Bon Iver" Vernon worked with nearly 20 others. This
difference is immediately obvious — the songs are arranged beautifully and Vernon's voice soars the album's dozens
of instruments. "For Emma" was the triumph of one man. "Bon Iver, Bon Iver" is the sound of this man /
leaving his cabin.
/
Kendrick LapnaffGodd kid, M.A.A.d. city (2012)
If you re^d this column with any sort of regularity (and if you do, thank you very much) then you already
know how/I feel about Kendrick Lamar. Lamar's frightening recollection of his childhood in Compton was the
beginning of it all. G.K.M.C could already be called a classic.
The album's cover art shows a baby Kendrick sitting on his uncle's lap. A 40 oz. sits next to Lamar's baby botde.
The eyes of his family members are blacked out, but that doesn't keep the shot from feeling horribly invasive.
Lamar's accounts of gang violence, drugs, family and God give the album a compelling narrative structure. Near
the end of the album, Kendrick regfeives a loving phone call from his parents telling him: "When you do make it,
give back with your words of encouragement. And that's the best way to give back to your city." And that's really
what the album is about -;::;Deing proud of your story no matter how hard it is to share.

#Tiger
Real
Talk
Have a good question?
Tweet us!

KEY TRACKS
• Runaway (ft. Pusha T)
• Lost in the World (ft. Bon Iver)
• Power
•Devil in a New Dress
(ft. Rick Ross)

KEY TRACKS

Dissociative Identity
Disorder

• Perth
• Holocene
• Calgary

You know this as "multiple
personality disorder." One day
she's Snow White. The next
day she's Summer Breeze. On
occasion she's Drizzle Fo'shizzle
dropping beats on the sidewalk
before she adds some mystery
as Misty Morning.

KEY TRACKS
• Money Trees (ft. Jay Rock)
• m.A.A.d. city (ft. MC Eiht)
•The Recipe (ft. Dr. Dre)
• Swimming Pools (Drank)

This Week:
What celebrity would you switch teams for?
• Scarlett Johansson
• Jennifer Lawrence
• Tom Brady

• Karen Gillan
• Lily Rabe
• Zac Efron

• Ashton Kuti Dher Wm^• Beyonce Jjj ''-;■-.•,■ ,J
• Mila Kunis
"*"»
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Welcome Home to The Woodlands
of Clemson
Now Leasing For Summer and Fall
•

•
•

2, 3 & 4 Bedroom Condos Available
(7 spacious floor plans to choose from. Every floor plan
offers a private bedroom/ bath suite for each tenant)
Furnished & Pet Friendly Condos Available
Ekey Condo entry (Hotel Style Key System)

Sometimes I think South
Carolina's weather is a sick
person named Regina. You
might call her Sally or him
Tom, but we can all share
the sentiment that regardless
of who the weather is,
something's not quite right. I've
diagnosed her based on her
recent behavior
and these are the Top 6
Illnesses Regina Would Have.

£* Menopause
Regina is making like Claire and
hanging out near the fridge
— too bad the freezer was on
too because we felt the cold
blast. When the fridge is closed
though, we can enjoy the
after-effects of her hot flashes.

3 Narcissistic
- Personality Disorder
The symptoms include acting
as if you're the most special,
lacking consideration for
others''feelings and expecting
others to always agree with
your shenanigans. Regina
obviously thinks she has a right
to control our lives without our
input — especially when our
input is the exact opposite of
what she often does.

4. Dandruff
That snow and rain is
actually scalp skin coming
off in flakes and drops.
Mmm delicious.

5. Adolescence
Gated community with controlled access entry
Onsite Property Management (accessible 24/7)
CAT Bus Route Pick-up at Ingles
Our 6,000 Sq Ft Clubhouse Offers (Newly Renovated):

TIGERS LIVE IM THESE W99DS
We invite you to book your
property tour today.
864-654-3004
www. WoodiandsofClemson.com

A Starbucks Internet Cafe
2-Billiard Tables
Cardio Studio with free weights, various cardio machines
and flat screen TV
Stadium Seating Movie Theater (24-seats)
2 Resort Style Swimming Pools and 1 wading pool
Features on property:
Basketball Court & Sand Volleyball Court
Bark Park "For our four legged residents"
Outdoor Pavilion with 2 grills
Car Wash Area with Vacuum
Ice Machine (Located by the pool)

Yes, the middle school years
were a disease. And Regina
is stuck in the throes of it. This
is also called "Puberty."

6, Insomniac
People without sleep
are twice as likely to do
something crazy as a person
urUler the influence of
alcohol. Regina needs some
rest, but her Jet Stream is
under constant vigilance
against global warming.
Written by: Leah Vansyckel/
Assistant TimeOut Editor
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Pasatiempos
The Impossible Quiz
1 .What is the term for believing you have
woken up but are actually still asleep?
a. Being late to class
b. The False Awakening
c. The Great Awakening
d. Fake Awake
2. What food brand is featured in every
scene of "Fight Club?"
a. McDonalds
b. Kraft
c. Starbucks
d. Subway
3.What sea-dwelling animals to Dolphins
use to get high?
a. Puffer fish
b. Clown fish
c. Angel fish
d. Starfish
4. What U.S. President had his niece Harriet
Lane fill the role of First Lady during his
tenure?
a. Bill Clinton
b. Grover Cleveland
c. Thomas Jefferson
d. James Buchanan

AQUARIUS
Jan. 20-Feb. 19

$^-PISCES

p Broken things can be fixed.

Feb. 20 - March 20

5. How much wool did Shrek the Sheep
accumulate after going six years without
ARIES
k No. You don't want to build anything.
being sheared?
Especially a snowman.
March
21
April
20
a. 60 pounds
b. 60 kilograms
c. 100 pounds
TAURUS
d. 5 slugs
W Don't eat too much tofu.
6. What waning nation just re-entered
%?/ April 21 - May 20
peace talks in Geneva?
a. Central African Republic
b. Thailand
|%A*L GEMINI
—
k You
iou are definitely
aenmreiy a secure individual. You'll
c. Syria
V A\ May 21 - June 21 T 8et ^ dearanc£ 70U need
d. Russia
7. What's the difference between a wellendowed lobster and an old Greyhound -Vi^ , CANCER
Well-dressed and well-liked: don't worry, it's
bus station?
.*-*:
^!jU June 22 — July 22 T ^or Y0*11 Personauty> n°t your appearance.
a. Nothing.
b. One is a busty crustacean and the
other is a crusty bustacean
c. One is comfortable to sit on for long
fffejZ* LEO
W Make a little flub.
periods of time
^f July 23 - Aug. 23
d. Lobsters are cleaner
8. Which Silicon Valley name wins the title of
2013's top philanthropist?
VIRGO
You'll encounter a large purchase in the
a. Mark Zuckerberg
b. Bill Gates
Aug. 24-Sept. 22 next week. Perhaps in Nforth Carolina.
c. Steve Jobs
d. Yahoo!

*£hk>

Vfc

LIBRA

^uKknxp ^PHam/z&z
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Sept. 23 - Oct. 23

<Us£ SCORPIO
S

Nerd Influences in Modern Fashion:
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Oct. 24-Nov. 21
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CAPB1COBFI

. Try something new today like painting your
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FIND RUSTY AND
FRIENDS!
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Sudoku by: printsbfe-sudoku-puzzles.com
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Rusty the Bear and his friends are hidden
somewhere inside this edition of The Tiger.
Of course, they are much smaller than this.
Good luck!

k boots.
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7
youngster Joey
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SkillLevel: ♦♦♦OOO

SUDOKU

College Guys

i The Internet is strong with you. Make sure
you continue to use it for good.

Nov. 22 - Dec. 21

Dec 22 — Jan 19

Han Solo

► Are you an alien? Because your beauty is
out of this world

^°u m>gnt want to change your major
W to body language because you're great at
communicating what you want

SAGITTARIUS
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O
z
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College Girls

► You are great at life. Keep on spreading
your awesome
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Oh, hey there
beautiful...
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Never you fear the answers will
soon be here!
Check back next
week for the
answers.

point;
25- Seemingly forever,
26- Sick;
29- Fails to;
33- Brewery kilns;
35- Fertile area in a desert;
37- Fail to tell the truth;
38- Mongrel dog;
39- Actress Verdugo;
40- "
grip!";
41-You
here;
42- Light on one's feet;
43- Artificial waterway;
44- Seldom;
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46- Hit the roof,
48- Easy stride;
50-Ask;
53- The Archer,
58- Latin king;
59-PartofQ.E.D.;
60- Teheran native;
61- South American monkey;
62- Deal (with);
63- Take
for the worse;
64-Israeli guns;
65- Some digits;
66-1 swear!;
67- Nair rival;
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Down
1- Snatches;
2- Polynesian porch;
3- Dominate;
4- Mouthpiece of a bridle;
5- Adventurous expedition;
6- Not a dup.;
7- Strike out;
8- Habituate;
9- Republic in SE Asia;
10- Adulterate;
11-Tel
;
12- Symbol of slavery;
13- Visionary;
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21-Electric fish;
22- Slaughter of baseball;
24- Baseball glove;
27me tangere;
28- Some Celts;
30- Make slender;
31-Actress Talbot;
32- Blue hue;
33- General Bradley,
34- Distinctive quality;
36- Dagger of yore;
39- Inhabitant of Cairo;
40- Earth goddess;

42- Tons;
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Crossword by: bestcrosswonds.com

Across
1- Dollop;
5- Like salt;
10-24 hour periods;
14- Sitarist Shankar;
15- Stadium used for sports or
musical events;
16- Bacchanalian cry;
17- Work without
;
18- Filament;
19- Bicycle;
20- Ingot;
21- Overly zealous;
23- Cook just below the boiling

.
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43- Leg unit between tarsus
and femur,
45- In groups;
47- Resembling a horse;
49- Keep an
the ground;
51-Knot again;
52-Be;
53- Faction of a group, often
religious;
54- Buck follower;
55- Open wide;
56-Actor Julia;
57- Cross inscription;
61- 252 wine gallons;

What we love: The day I took this picture,
South Carolina was still trying on seasonal
clothes. She had donned a blustery, sunny
day that was melting all the frozen, gawking
snow from the week before.
Yet Kathryn Taylor showed
up South Carolina's mood
change with a fresh take on
what to wear.
The whole ensemble matched the day perfecdy. Her skirt could flutter in the wind, and her shin spoke of seaside
sunbeams glinting off the cold Charleston coast. What we liked most is that she didn't resort to a hi-lo skirt to
achieve this look The black maxi skirt created a nice silhouette that allowed her shoes to pop out perfecdy with
their pattern. We also loved the pairing of the gold cross with the gold buttons on her shirt. The two created a
pleasing effect that caught attention and prompted the question: "Are you actually religious?" Yes, she answered,
she is, which is startlingly refreshing considering the current fashion trend is to wear religious symbols ironically.
We love the sincerity of her style and that her self-expression is so genuine.

CATWALK
Name: Kathryn Taylor
Major: Biology
Class: Freshman
Feeling: Surprised

PHOTOS AND COMMENTARY BY: LEAH VANSYCKEL/assistant timeout editor

Shirt: TJ. Maxx
Skirt: LOFT
Shoes: Whole Foods
Earrings: Francesco's
Cross: Charleston market
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LEASE
SIGNING
INCENTIVES

FOR LEASE
BRAND OR SALE!
NEW!
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Come .
Stay for the friends.
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Community Features
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Planned Clubhouse & Amenities for 2013
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■
■

Lagoon-Style Pool
Hot Tub
Sun Ledge
Outdoor Fireplace
Large Fitness Center with Cardio & Free Weights
Coffee Bar
Game Room
Event Room
Golf Simulator
Study Area with Business Center
Outdoor Grill & Tables
Sand Volleyball Court
Basketball Court
8-Acre Park with Benches

ESWE

Tom Winkopp Realtor/Developer, LLC
391 College Avenue, Suite 103
Clemson, SC 29631

■ 2, 3, 4, 5 & 6 Bedroom Cottages
with an extra 1/2 Bath for Guests
■ Waterfront Pier & Walking Trails
■ 5 Minutes from Campus
■ Private Shuttle
■ Pet Friendly

Cottage Features
■
■
■
■
■

Wireless Internet
Private Bedrooms & Bathrooms
Granite Countertops
Stainless Steel Appliances
Washer/Dryer Included

PRICES START AT $554
ALL UTILITIES INCLUDED!
864.654.7549 for leasing
864.654.2200 for sales
www.thepieratclemson .com

|TOM
WINKOPP
RiAUOHyDi.vri.oi'UU-LC

